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Preface 
The present dissertation entitled "Some Aspects of Generalized Order 
Statistics" consists of some important characteristics of generalized order 
statistics. I have done all the possible efforts to present the relevant and 
sufficient matter in a very systematic way via four chapters. 
Chapter 1 is introductory in nature and consists of the basic concepts and 
results about order statistics, records, generalized order statistics, lower 
generalized order statistics, which may be needed in subsequent chapters. 
Chapter 2 consists of recurrence relations for moments of generalized and 
lower generalized order statistics for some specific continuous 
distributions namely, linear exponential, generalized power function, 
doubly truncated Burr XII, Erlang truncated exponential, WeibuU and 
doubly truncated WeibuU, inverse Weibull, exponentiated Weibull and 
exponentiated Pareto distributions. Further, the results for order statistics 
and records are discussed. 
Chapter 3 deals with the characterization of continuous distribution 
through conditional expectation of function of generalized order statistics. 
The deductions for order statistics, records, sequential order statistics and 
progressively censored samples are also addressed. 
Finally, in Chapter 4 results obtained on estimation of the parameters of 
Burr type Xn and Pareto II distributions based on generalized order 
statistics using maximum likelihood and Bayes method of estimation and 
variances and covariances of some distributional properties of generalized 
order statistics are discussed. 
In the end, a comprehensive bibliography is given which are referred in 
the completion of this work. 
Chapter 1 
PRILIMINARIES AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this chapter we have introduced those concepts and results, which are 
used in subsequent chapters. 
1.1 Order statistics (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
If random variables Xi,X2,...,X„ are arranges in ascending order of 
magnitude such that X .^^  <Z2:n-•••-^r:«-•••-^n:n then X .^„ is 
called the r - t h order statistic. Xi.n-imn(Xi,X2,-.-,X^) and 
Z„.„ =max(Xi,Z2,...,X„) are called extreme order statistics or the 
smallest and the largest order statistics. The subject of order statistics 
deals with the properties and appUcations of these ordered random 
variables and of functions involving them (David and Nagaraja, 2003). 
Asymptotic theory of extremes and related developments of order 
statistics are well described in an applausive work of Galambos (1987). 
Also, references may be made to Sarhan and Greenberg (1962), 
Balakrishnan and Cohen (1991), Arnold et ah (1992) and the references 
therein. It is different from the rank order statistics in which the order of 
the value of observation rather than its magnitude is considered. It plays 
an important role both in model building and in statistical inference. 
For example: extreme values are important in oceanography (waves and 
tides), material strength (strength of a chain depends on the weakest link) 
and meteorology (extremes of temperature, pressure etc). 
1.2 Distribution of order statistics (David and Nagaraja, 2003) 
Let Xi,X2,...,X^ be a random sample of size n from a continuous 
probability density function {pdf) fix) and the distribution function 
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(df) F{x). Then the pdf of Z .^„ , 1 < r < n, is given by 
^r-h f,,^ix) = C,.JF(x)Y-'[l-F(x)r'^f(x) , -oo<x<oo, (1.2.1) 
where 
C = n\ 
( r - l ) ! («- r ) ! 
= [5( r ,n- r + l)] -1 
In particular, the pdf of smallest and largest order statistics are, 
i / i - l f^,^{x) = n[\-F{x)f-'f{x), -oo<x<oo (1.2.2) 
i « - i /„;„(x) = n{F{x)r'fix), -oo<.^<oo (1.2.3) 
and the df of X .^„ is 
F,..„(x) = Pr(X,..„<x) 
= Pr (at least r of Zj, X2,..., X„ are less than or equal to jc) 
= ^ P r (exactly / of Xi,Z2»---'^n ^^ ^^ s^ than or equal to JC) 
i=r 
n fn^ 
= 1 ; . [F{x)]%-F{x)f-\ - o o < x < o o 
AV 
(1.2.4) 
r^W r-l 
= <^ r:n Jo " ( l"") "" (1.2.5) 
= I^(-,)(r,n-r + l), (1.2.6) 
where 
/„ (a,&) =-J—f>«-kl-«)*"''rf« 
and 
^ . . f l - i / 1 . . \ ^ - l B{a,b) = \y~\^-in' du 
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RHS of (1.2.6) is obtained by the relationship between binomial sums 
and incomplete beta function. It may be expressed in negative binomial 
sums as (Khan, 1991). 
i=0\ r-\ 
[F{x)X{\-F{x)r'''\ -c«<x<oo. (1.2.7) 
For continuous case the pdf of X .^„ may also be obtained by 
differentiating (1.2.5) w.r.t. x. 
The A; -th moment of X .^„ is given by 
aJS = : £ [ Z , \ ] - r x^f,.^{x)dx. (1.2.8) 
J — CO 
The joint pdf of Z^.„ and Z^.^, l < r < ^ < n i s given by 
/ , ,,„ (X, y) = C,^,.JF(x)Y~\F(y) - F(x)]^-'-^[l- F(y)]«-V(x)/(}/), 
-oo<x<y<oo, (1-2.9) 
where 
Cr,s:n = , ,,,, " ' , , , - = [5 ( r ,5 - r ,n -5+ 1)]'^ 
( r - l ) ! (5 - r - l ) ! (n -5 ) ! 
The joint 4^ of Z^.„ and Zj.„, 1 < r < j ' < n can be obtained as follows: 
Fr,s:n(x^y) = MXr:n^X^X,,„<y) 
= Pr (at least r of Xi,X2,...,X„ are at most J: and at least s of 
Xl,Z2'---'^n are at most ;c) 
n j 
= 2] ^Pr(exactly / of Xj, J2 ' " - ' ^« ^^ ^^  "^^ t^ x and exactly 
j of Zi,Z2'-- '^n are at most y) 
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n j 
= 1 1 
i=s i=r 
n\ 
i\(j-i)\{n~j)\ [Fix)nF(y)-F(x)y-'[\-F(y)] 
(1.2.10) 
We can write the joint df of X .^„ and Xj.„ in (1.2.10) equivalently as 
= h{x),Fiy)(^^^-^'^-^ + ^ )' -o°<X<y<oo (1.2.11) 
which is incomplete bivariate beta function. 
It may be noted that for x>y 
Pr,s:nix,y) = F,,n{y) (1.2.12) 
The product moments of y- th and A:-th order of X .^„ and X .^„ is 
given by 
aj j^ „) = £[Z4 XIJ = j\x^ y^f,^,_^{X, y)dxdy 
-oo<x<y<oa 
(1.2.13) 
In general, the joint pdf of X^^ .^.X,^ :„,..., Xj^ .„ for 
1 < i\ < 12 <• • •< ik ^  w is given by 
= n\\ 
k I k 
n/(-/pn- [F{Xi.^^)-F{xi.)] ij+l-ij-^ (ij+l-ij-^) 
-oo<Xi^<Xi^<...<Xi^<oo, (1.2.14) 
where 
XQ=-OO,XI,+1=+OO, / Q = 0 , I;t+1=« + 1-
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Remarks 
1. The ranking of random variables Zi,X2,...,X„ is preserved under 
any monotonic increasing transformation of the random variables. 
2. Regarding the probability integral transformation, if X^.^, l<r<n, 
are the order statistics from a continuous distribution F{x), then the 
transformation U^.j^ = F(X^.„) produces a random variable which is 
the r - th order statistics from a uniform distribution on U(0,l). 
3. Even if Zi,Z2,...,X„ are independent random variables, order 
statistics are not independent random variables. 
4. Let Xi,X2,...,Xfj be iid random variables from a continuous 
distribution, then the set of order statistics {Xi.^,X2-^,...,X„.j^} is 
both sufficient and complete (Lehmann, 1986). 
5. Let X be a continuous random variable with E[Xj..^] = a^.,j, 
a) If a = E(X) exits then « .^„ exists, but converse is not necessarily 
true. That is, a^.^ may exist for certain (but not all) values of r , 
even though a does not exist. 
b) « .^„ for all n determine the distribution completely. 
1.3 Truncated distribution 
Let X be a continuous random variable having pdf fi{x) and df 
Fi(x) in the interval [-oo,oo]-
Let 
{^^fi(x)dx = Q and \^^ Mx)dx = P, (1.3.1) 
J—oo J—oo 
where Qi and Pj are known constants. Then doubly truncated pdf of 
X is given by 
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^ , xe(Q„P^) (1.3.2) 
and the corresponding df is given by 
^^fz^^ ^^(QiA)- (13.3) 
The lower and upper truncation points are gj , Pj respectively; the 
degrees of truncation are Q (from below) and \-P (from above). If we 
put iQ = 0, the distribution will be truncated to the right. Similarly, for 
P = l, the distribution will be truncated to the left. Whereas for Q = 0, 
F = 1, we get the non truncated distribution. Truncated distributions are 
useful in finding the conditional distributions of order statistics. 
In the following, we will relate the conditional distribution of order 
statistics (conditioned on another order statistic) to the distribution of 
order statistics from a population whose distribution is truncated from the 
original population distribution F{x). 
Result 1.3.1 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let X^,X2,...,X^ be a 
random sample from an absolutely continuous population with df F(x) 
and pdf f{x) and let Xi.„ <X2:n ^"-^^r : / ! -" - -^n in denote the 
order statistics obtained from this sample. Then the conditional 
distribution of Xj..^, given that Zj.„ = y for j > r , is the same as the 
distribution of the r - t h order statistic obtained from a sample of size 
(s -1) from a population whose distribution is truncated on the right at 
y-
Result 1.3.2 (David and Nagaraja, 2003): Let Xi,X2,...,X„ be a 
random sample from an absolutely continuous population with df F(x) 
and pdf f{x), and let Xi.„ < X2:« ^- • -^ ^n:n denote the order statistics 
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obtained from this sample. Then the conditional distribution of Xj.„, 
given that X .^„ -x for r<s, is the same as the distribution of the 
(s - r) -th order statistic obtained from a sample of size (n - r) from a 
population whose distribution is truncated on the left at x. 
1.4 Record values and record times 
Suppose that Zj, Z2,. • •, -X^„ is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with df F(x). Let 
F„ =max(min){Zj,Z2,...,-^n} for n>l. We say Xj is an upper 
(lower) record values of X„, n > 1, if F.- > (<)F/_i, 7 > 1 • An analogous 
definition deals with lower record values. One can transform the upper 
records by replacing the original sequence of [Xj] by {-Xj, j > 1} or if 
Pr(X^>0) = l for all / by \—,i>l 
A I 
the lower record value of this 
sequence will correspond to the upper record values of the original 
sequence (Ahsanullah, 1995). 
The indices at which upper record values occur are given by the record 
times {t/^ („)}, n>0 . That is X[/(„) is the n- th upper record, where 
t/(„)=min{7l7>^(„_l),Z^>A:f;(„_i),n>l} and ^(„)=1. The 
distribution of i7(„), n> l does not depend on F. Further, we will 
denote L(„) as the indices where the lower record values occur. By 
assumption I7(i) = L(j) = 1. The distribution of L(„) also does not 
depend on F. 
Record values are found in many situations of daily life as well as in 
many statistical applications. Often we are interested in observing new 
records and in recoding them: e.g. Olympic records or world records in 
sports. 
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Record values are defined by Chandler (1952) as a model of successive 
extremes in a sequence of identically and independent random variables. 
It may also be helpful as a model for successively largest insurance 
claims in non-life insurance, for highest water-levels or highest 
temperatures. Record values are also useful in rehabihty theory. 
1.5 Distribution of record values 
Let R(x) be a continuous function of x with R(x) = -\nF(x) and 
0< F(jc) < 1 and F(x) = l-F(x). Here 'In' is the natural logarithm. 
If we define Ff.(x) as the df of X^ /^ ^^  for r > l , then we have 
(Ahsanullah, 1995), 
F,ix)=?iiXu^,^<x) 
^ r T-^^^(") ' -cx.<x<oo (1.5.1) 
J-oo ( ^ -1 )1 
and the pdf of Xy^^-^ is 
(r-1)! 
The joint pdf of Xjjf^^^ and Xjjf^^^ is 
Jr,sy ..r^ ^ ^ _ j ^ j (s-r-l)\ 
-oo<x<y<<x>, (1.5.3) 
where 
rix) = -^R{x) = ^ , 0<F{x)<l 
dx F{x) 
and r(x) is known as hazard rate. 
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The marginal pdf the r - t h lower record value can be obtained by 
using the pdf of the r-th upper record value by replacing R{x) with 
//(jc) = -lnF(x),0<F(jc)<l 
Pr(X^,)<x) = j_^^^^- |^JF(M), -oo<x<oo (1.5.4) 
and the corresponding pdf //(JC) can be written as 
/ ; W = f ^ ^ ^ / W . (1.5.5) 
(r-1)! 
The joint pdf of X^^^^ and ^^(5) ^ ^ 
fr,s(x,y)=——^n-^W ; /(>'). 
(r-1)! (s-r-l)\ 
i < 3 ; < j C < o o , (1 .5 .6 ) 
where 
h\x) = -—H(x). 
dx 
1.6 k -Records (Dziubdziela and Kopocinski, 1976) 
In some situations record values themselves are viewed as 'outlier' and 
hence second or third largest values are of special interest. Insurance 
claims in some non-life insurance can be used as an example. 
hti Xi,X2,...,Xnht2ia. identically and independent sequence of random 
variables with a continuous distribution function F{x) and and the 
probability density function f{x). For a fix k>l, we define the 
sequence [/ ^^ ^ (1), U^^\2), ... of ^ - th upper record times as follows: 
U^^\l) = k 
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and for n = 2,3,., 
are called ^ - th record times and the quantities X^rik), -.r.ik). ^ , , 
^ U^ '(ny.U^ '{n)+k-l 
which is denoted by X^(k), y ne N are called ^- th record values or 
k -records. We can obtain ordinary record values at ^ = 1. 
Thejointdensity of the A:-records X^(k)(iy-,X^(k). -. is given as 
fr-l / • / . ^ ^ 
= k' [F(x,)f'^f{x,) (1.6.1) 
and the marginal densities and marginal distribution functions are given 
by 
fx a^ M = T^mx)Y'hF{x)f-^fix) (1.6.2) 
and 
_ ' • - 1 
^x ,,,,. ix)^l-[F(x)t Y.-,l-kR(x)y . (1.6.3) 
-(/(*)(r) M /I 
1.7 Generalized order statistics 
Kamps (1995) introduced the concept of generalized order statistics 
(gos) as follows: 
Let Xi,X2,... be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
(iid) random variable (rv) with the df F(x) and the pdf f(x). Let 
n-l 
neN, n>2, k>0, m = (mi,m2,...,m„_i)6 9t""\ M^ = J^my, such 
j=r 
10 
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that 7^  =/: + « - r + M^ >0 for all re {l,2,...,n-l}. Then X(r,n,m,k), 
r = \,2,...,n are called gos if their joint pdf is given by 
^n-l V-1 
on the cone F~^(0+) < x^  < ^2 <... < x„ < F~^ (1) of 9t". 
Choosing the parameters appropriately (Cramer, 2002), we get 
Table 1.1 Variants of the generalized order statistics 
(1.7.1) 
i) 
ii) 
iii) 
iv) 
V) 
Sequential order 
statistics 
Ordinary order 
statistics 
Record values 
Progressively type 
n censored order 
statistics 
Pfeifer's record 
values 
7n=k 
«„ 
1 
1 
R,+\ 
Pn 
7r 
(n-r + l)«^ 
n-r + l 
1 
n 
n-r + l+^Rj 
j=r 
Pr 
My 
(rr-r.+1-i) 
0 
- 1 
Rr 
iPr-Pr^l-^) 
The joint density of the first r gos is given by 
fxi\,n,m,k),...,Xir,n,m,k)(Xh^2'---^^r) 
fr-l 
-Cj._i 
Vi=l 
[F(x,)]^-'"-''+^^-^ fix,) (1.7.2) 
on the cone F~H0+) < ^ 1 ^ Jf2 ^  • • • ^ ^n < ^ ~Hl) • 
Also, we can define gos as follows: (Cramer, 2002 and Burkschat et al, 
2003). 
11 
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Let Bj, l< j<n, be independent random variables having beta 
Beta (yj, 1) distribution with df Pr (Bj <t) = t^\tE [0,1]. 
Then it can be seen that 
X(r,n,m,k)~F~\l-Wr), r = l,2,...,n, 
r 
where W.^JJBJ. 
M 
Here we may consider two cases: 
Case I: mj =m2 =...= m„_i =m 
CaseII: Yi'^Tj^ ij = l,2,...,n-l, i^j 
For Case I, the marginal density of the r -th gos is given by (Kamps, 
1995) 
/x(.,„,,.,^)W=^^[^w]^^~Vw^;"kFW) (1.7.3) 
and the joint pdf of X{r,n,m,k) and X(s,n,m,k), l<r<s<n is 
fx{r,n,m,k),Xis,n,m,k) (^' >') 
^-1 :[Fix)r g'm'\F(x)) (r-\)\(s-r-l)\ 
x[hm(F{y)) - h^{F(x))r'-^ [Fiy)p-^ f(x)f(y), (1.7.4) 
where 
C r - l = n ^ ' ri=k + {n-i)im + l). 
' 1 
hm(x)=' m + 1 
- log( l -x) , m = - l 
12 
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and 
8m(x) = l'a-trdt^h^{x)-h^(0), xe[0,l). 
The conditional pdf of X(s,n,m,k) given X(r,n,m,k) = x, l<r<s<n 
is given by 
fxis,n,m,k)\Xir,n,m,k)(y ' ^) 
C,_i [/i;„(F(y))-/i^(F(x))]^-'-l[F();)]^^-V()') 
(5-r- l)!C,_i [/^W] r.+i 
x< y (1.7.5) 
and the conditional pdf of X(r,n,m,k) given X(5,n,m,/:) = }', 
l < r < 5 < n is 
/z(r,n,m,A:)IZ(5,n,m,/t)(^'>')^ 
(^-l)!(m+l) 
{r-l)\(s-r-iy. 
X -, , / (x) 
[l-(F(y)r^'Y-' 
x<y (1.7.6) 
For Case n, the pdf of X(r,n,m,k) is (Kamps and Cramer, 2001) 
fx(r,n,m,k)(^) = Q_i f(x)j^ai{r)[F(x)f^-' (1.7.7) 
z = l 
and the joint pdf of X(r,n,m,k) and X(s,n,m,k), l<r<s<n is 
/x(r,n,m,it)X(j,n,m,it)(^'>')-C5-l X ^/'^ ("^ ^ 
• ^ F ( ) ; ) ^ ^ ' 
v^Wy 
X Y,ai{r)il-Fix)f^ / W /(y) (Fix)){Fiy)) (1.7.8) 
where 
13 
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Cri=Ylri^ ri=k+n-i+Mi, 
i=i 
ai(r) = ll~ r> 7 /^7; . l</<^-<n j=i(rj-rO 
j*' 
and 
j*' 
Thus, the conditional pdf of X(s,n,m,k) given X(r,n,m,k) = x, 
l<r<s<n is given by 
fxis,n,m,k)\Xir,n,fh,k)(y^^) 
c s-l V Jr) 
c 
I a^is) 
r-\ i=r+l 
Fjy) 
F(x) 
Yi fjy) . 
~= , x<y 
[F(y)] 
(1.7.9) 
and the conditional pdf of X(r,n,m,k) given X(s,n,m,k) = y, 
l<r<s<n is given by 
fxir,n,m,k)\X{s,n,fh,k)(^h) 
t'-f^i'''''" 
i-r+l v ^ W y l/=i 
Y,ciiis)[F (y)f^ 
(1.7.10) 
1.8 Dual (lower) generalized order statistics 
The pdf of the lower generalized order statistics (Igos) XXr,n,m,k) is 
obtained by replacing F{x) = \- F{x) with F{x). 
14 
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Case I: mj =m2 =...=m„_| =m 
Its joint pdf is (Pawlas and Szynal, 2001) 
fx'(l,n,m,k),...,X'(n,n,m,k)(^h---^^n) 
fn-\ \ 
\r=l J 
n-1 
[F(x„)f~^f(x^) (1.8.1) 
for F~\\)>Xi>X2>...>Xn >F~\0). 
The joint density function of r -th and s-th I gos is 
fx'{r,n,m,Ic)X{s,n,m,k) (x,y) - c s-\ (r-l)Ks-r-iy. [F(x)rfix) 
.r-l j - r - l i 
xgm [F(x)][hJF{y))-h^{F(x))r'^-'[Fiy)Y^-'f(y), \7s-^ 
x>y, (1.8.2) 
where 
1 m+l 
hm(x) = \ m + 1 
-lax. 
m^-1 
m = l 
8m(^) = hm(x)-h,nOd, xe[Q,\). 
and the density function of r -th I gos is given by 
/X'(r,«.m,^) W = ^ [ ^ W]^^ " ' ^ r ' ( ^ W ) / W (1.8.3) 
Case 11: yi^f^Jp i^j 
fx\r,n,m,k)i^) = Cr-imt^iir)[F{x)f^-' 
i=l 
(1.8.4) 
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.iri 
fx'(r,n,fn,k),X'{s,n,fh,k)(^'y^-^s-lf(^) X'^/'^ ^ ^^  
i-r+l 
F(y) 
Fix) 
xtai(r)[F(x)f'^^^^, (1.8.5) 
ft; F(x)F(y) 
where 
Cr-i=n?^' ri=k + n-i + Mi, 
1=1 
)iiirj-ri) 
and 
ai^''\s)= n \ .' r + l<i<s<n, i^j. 
For m = 0 and ^  = 1, Igos reduces to reverse order statistics and for 
m = - 1 , it reduces to lower record values. 
1.9 Moments and recurrence relations 
Order statistics and their moments have received attention from the 
beginning of this century since Galton (1902) and Pearson (1902) studied 
the distribution of the difference of the successive order statistics. The 
moments of order statistics did, assume considerable importance in the 
statistics Uterature and have been numerically tabulated extensively for 
several distributions .For example one can refer to David and Nagaraja 
(2003), Sarhan and Greenberg (1962), Arnold and Balakrishnan (1989), 
Arnold etal. (1992) for details. 
There are mainly three reasons due to which recurrence relations and 
identities have great importance. 
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i) Reduce the amount of direct computation and hence reduces the time 
and labour. 
ii) They express the higher order moments in terms of lower order 
moments and hence make the evaluation of higher order moments 
easy. 
iii) Provide some simple checks to test the accuracy of computation of 
moments of order statistics. 
Shah (1966, 1970), Tarter (1966) have obtained moments of order 
statistics from logistic distribution. 
Krishnaiah and Rizvi (1967), Joshi (1979b) have obtained recurrence 
relations for the moments of order statistics from gamma distribution. 
Joshi (1982) also obtained some recurrence relations for mixed moments 
of order statistics for exponential and truncated exponential distribution. 
Mahk (1967), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1983b) have obtained recurrence 
relations for the moments of order statistics from power function 
distribution. 
Lieblien (1955), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1981a) have obtained 
recurrence relations for moments of order statistics from Weibull 
distribution. 
Govindarajulu (1963) has established relationships between moments of 
exponential and Laplace order statistics. 
Saleh et al. (1975), Joshi (1978, 1979a) have given recurrence relations 
for the moments of order statistics from truncated exponential 
distribution. 
Malik (1966), Kabe (1972), Huang (1975), Balakrishnan and Joshi (1982) 
have obtained the relations for tiiincated and non-truncated Pareto 
distiibution. 
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Balakiishnan and Joshi (1983a, 1983b, and 1984) obtained recurrence 
relations foi single and product moments of order statistics from 
symmetrically truncated logistic distribution and doubly truncated 
exponential distributions. 
Khan et al. (1983a) developed general results for finding the k-\h 
moment of order statistics without considering any particular distribution. 
Further, these results were utilized to obtain recurrence relations for 
doubly truncated and non-truncated distributions, thus unifying all the 
known results on recurrence relations for moments of order statistics. 
Khan et al. (1983b) also extended the results for product moments of 
order statistics for doubly truncated and non-truncated distributions. 
Khan et al. (1984) obtained the inverse moments of order statistics for 
exponential distribution whereas Ali and Khan (1996) obtained the ratio 
and product moments of order statistics from Weibull and exponential 
distribution. Unifying eariier results Khan and Athar (2000) established 
relations for ratio and product moments of order statistics from doubly 
truncated Weibull distribution. 
Khan and Khan (1987) obtained recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of order statistics for doubly truncated Burr distribution 
(Burr type XII) and utilized the relations to characterize the distribution. 
Further Khan et al. (1987) established the relations for logistic 
distribution. Ali and Khan (1987) obtained the recurrence relations 
between moments of order statistics for log-logistic distribution whereas 
Balakrishnan and Kocheriakota (1986) and Al-Shboul and Khan (1989) 
obtained moments of order statistics for doubly truncated log-logistic 
distribution. 
Balakrishnan et al. (1988) obtained recurrence relations and identities for 
moments of order statistics for some specific continuous distributions 
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whereas Balakrishnan et al. (1992) established general relations and 
identities for order statistics from non-independent non-identical 
variables. 
Ali and Khan (1995) have obtained ratio and product moments of two 
order statistics of different order from Burr distribution. Further they have 
deduced the moments and inverse moments of single order statistics from 
the product moments. 
Balakrishnan and Aggarwala (1996) obtained the relationships for 
moments of order statistics from the right-truncated generalized half 
logistic distribution while Ah and Khan (1997) estabhshed recurrence 
relations for the expectations of a function of single order statistics from a 
general class of distribution. Further Ali and Khan (1998) also established 
recurrence relations for expected values of certain functions of two order 
statistics. Saran and Pushkai'ana (1999) estabhshed the recurrence 
relations for single and product moments of order statistics from doubly 
truncated generalized exponential distribution. Related results may also 
be found in Khan et al. (1987) and Khan and Abu-Salih (1988). 
Balakrishnan and AhsanuUah (1994a, 1994b) estabhshed recurrence 
relations for single and product moments of record values from 
generahzed Pareto distribution and Lomax distribution respectively. 
Further, Balakrishnan and AhsanuUah (1995) obtained recurrence 
relations for single and product moments of record values from 
exponential distribution. 
Pawlas and Szynal (1998) developed relations for single and product 
moments of k-^ record values from exponential and Gumbel 
distributions, whereas Pawlas and Szynal (1999) estabhshed relations for 
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single and product moments of ^ - th record values from Pareto, 
generalized Pareto and Burr distributions. 
Kamps (1995) investigated recurrence relations for moments of 
generalized order statistics based on non-identically distributed random 
variables, which contains order statistics and record values as special 
cases. 
Cramer and Kamps (2000) derived relations for expectations of functions 
of generalized order statistics within a class of distributions including a 
variety of identities for single and product moments of ordinary order 
statistics and record values as particular cases. 
Pawlas and Szynal (2001a) derived recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of generalized order statistics from Pareto, generalized 
Pareto and Burr distributions. Khan et al. (2007) obtained recurrence 
relations for single and product moments of generalized order statistics 
from doubly truncated Weibull distribution. 
Pawlas and Szynal (2001b) defined the concept of lower generalized 
order statistics and obtained the recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of lower generaUzed order statistics from the inverse 
Weibull distribution. 
Athar and Islam (2004) estabhshed some recurrence relations between 
expectation of function of single and joint generalized order statistics 
from a general class of distribution. Further Athar et al. (2009) 
generalized the result of Athar and Islam (2004) and established the 
relations for the expectation of function of gos for truncated 
distributions. 
Athar et al. (2007a) obtained the ratio and inverse moments of 
generalized order statistics from Weibull distribution. 
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1.10 Some Results 
The following results based on Igos has been proved by Khan et al. 
(2008), which will be used in later chapters. 
i) E[X'^{r,n,m,k)]-E{X'\r-\,n,m,k)\ 
—^^^\t^^~\Fix)Y' 8m\F(^))dx (1.10.1) 
ii) E[X'-'(r-l,n,m,k)]-E[X'-'(r-l,n-l,mM 
- (^ ^l^j ^r-2 f,J-\F(x)fr gr^-\F(x))dx (1.10.2) 
m) E[X'Jir,n,m,k)]-E[X'->(r-l,n-\,m,k)] 
= -^-^fx^'-\F(x)frg';^-\Fix))dx. (1.10.3) 
iv) E[X'\r,n,m,k)X'^(s,n,m,k)]-E[X"(r,n,m,k)X'-'(s-l,n,m,k)] 
= ^^^ f^  ^x'yj-^ [F{x)r f (x) g'-^ {Fix)) 
^{hm{F{y))-h^{F{x)r''-\F{y)\^^ dydx. (1.10.4) 
1.11 Some continuous distributions 
i) Linear exponential distribution 
A random variable X is said to have linear exponential distribution with 
parameter X and v if its pdf fix) and df Fix) are given 
respectively, by 
/ (x ) = (2 + vx)exp[-(/lx + vjc^/2)], 0<jc<oo (1.11.1) 
and 
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F(x) = l-exp[-(Ax + vx'^ /2)], 0<JC<OO. (1.11.2) 
The linear exponential distribution has been used in the area of reliabihty 
and life-testing see, for example, Broadbent (1958), Carbone et al. (1967) 
and Bain (1974). 
The exponential and Rayleigh distributions are considered as special 
cases of the hnear exponential distribution when v=.0 and A = 0, 
respectively. 
ii) Generalized power function distribution 
A random variable X is said to have generalized power function 
distribution if its pfiff f(x) and df F(x) as follows 
f(x) = -^(x + ay~\ -a<x<b-a 
bP 
Fix) = —(x + a)P, -a<x<b-a, 
bP 
(1.11.3) 
(1.11.4) 
where 
p>l, a = ^ pip + 2) and b = {p + l)]^^ 
iii) Burr distribution 
Let Z be a continuous random variable, then different forms of df of X 
are Usted below (Jonson et al., 1994) 
I Fix) = x, 0<;c<l 
JC^-/l 
n F(A:) = (l + e"^)"^, -oo<jc<oo 
ni F{x) = il + x''^)~^,0<x<oc 
IV F(x) = 1 + [ x J 
1-A 
0<k<T 
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V F(x) = [l + Te-''^']-\ --<x<-
2 2 
VI F{x) = [l + Te-''''''^''Y^, - - < x < o o 
VII F(jc) = 2~^(l + tanh;c/, -oo<;c<«> 
YmFix) = r2_-i tan e 
U 
, - o o < J C < o o 
IX F(x) = l-
T[(l + e ' ^ / - l ] + 2 
, -oo<JC<cx> 
x^a X F(x) = i\-e~^ r , 0<x<cx, 
XI F{x) = ^ 1 ^ X sin2;D: 
. 2;r J 
, 0<x<\ 
XII F(x) = l-{l + x'y^, 0<;c<oo, 
where A and T are positive parameters. 
The Burr type XII has gained more attention due to the potentiality of 
using it in practical situations. Since Duby (1972, 1973) the distribution 
has been used as a life time model. Lewis (1981) proposed the use of this 
distribution as a model in accelerated Ufe test data representing times to 
breakdown of an insulating fluid. Its pdf f{x) and df F(x) are of the 
form 
. T - l 
f(x)=JiT 
a+x')^^^ , x>0, A,t>0 (1.11.5) 
and 
F(x) = l-
a+x^)^ , x>0, X,t>0 (1.11.6) 
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At T = 1, it is called Lomax distribution whereas at /I = 1, it is known as 
log-logistic distribution. 
iv) Erlang-truncated exponential distribution 
A random variable X is said to have Erlang-truncated exponential 
distribution if its pdf is of the form 
f{x) = /){\-e''^)e-^''^^-'~ \ x>Q, J3,A>0 (1.11.7) 
and the corresponding df is 
F(x)=e~^''^^-'~^\ x>Oj,A>0. (1.11.8) 
It is widely used in the field of queueing system and stochastic processes. 
v) Weibull distribution 
A random variable X is said to have Weibull distribution if its pdf is of 
the form 
f{x) = pxP~h~''\ x>0 , /7>0 (1.11.9) 
and the corresponding df is 
F{x) = \-e~''\ jc>0, p>0. (1.11.10) 
It is extensively used in rehability and quality control. The distribution is 
also useful in cases where the conditions of strict randomness of 
exponential distribution are not satisfied. 
If we put /7 = 1 in the Weibull distribution, we get the exponential 
distribution. 
If we put /? = 2, it gives Rayleigh distribution. 
If X has a Weibull distribution, then the pdf of 7 = -p\og (X\. 
\oc) is 
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f(y)^e-ye-^' 
Which is a form of an extreme value distribution. 
vi) Inverse WeibuU distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the inverse WeibuU distribution if 
the pdf is of the form 
f{x)= ^ ^ , x>0, T,^>0 (1.11.11) 
X 
and the corresponding df is 
F{x) = e~^^'''^\ x>O,i,0>O (1.11.12) 
For T = l in (1.11.11), we obtain the pdf of the inverse exponential 
distribution of the form 
fix) = , x>0, 0>0. (1.11.13) 
x^ 
It is used to test the reliability behaviour of the consecutive 
k - out - of- n systems. 
vii) Exponentiated Weibull distribution 
A random variable X is said to have exponentiated Weibull distribution 
(Mudholkar et al. 1995), if its pdf is given by 
f(x) = T0X^x^-V^^''^'(l-e-^^''^') , x > 0 , i > 0 , ^ > 0 , T > 0 
(1.11.14) 
and the corresponding df is 
F(x)Jl-e~^^''^\ , x>O,A>O,0>O,T>O. (1.11.15) 
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This distribution is useful in applications related to the modeling of flood 
data and in reliability. 
viii) Exponentiated Pareto distribution 
A random variable X is said to have exponentiated Pareto distribution 
(Gupta et al. 1998) if its pdf is given by 
f{x) = 0Z[\-{l + x)-^f~\l + xr'^^+^\ x>0, A,0>O 1.11.16) 
and the corresponding df is 
F(x) = [l-i\ + x)-^f, x>0, A,0>O. (1.11.17) 
Here 0 and A are two shape parameters. For 0 = 1, the above 
distribution corresponds to the standard Pareto distribution of second kind 
(Shawky and Abu-Zinadah, 2009). 
Exponentiated Pareto distribution is a very versatile distribution and used 
as tractable life time models in actuarial science, economics, life testing, 
survival analysis and telecommunications. 
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RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR MOMENTS OF 
GENERALIZED AND LOWER GENERALIZED ORDER 
STATISTICS FROM SOME SPECIFIC DISTRIBUTIONS 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we list and analyze expHcit expressions and some 
recurrence relations available for single as well as product moments of 
generalized and lower generalized order statistics from some specific 
continuous distributions such as linear exponential, generahzed power 
function, Weibull and truncated Weibull, Doubly truncated Burr XII, 
Erlang-truncated exponential, Inverse Weibull, exponentiated Pareto and 
exponentiated Weibull distributions. The relations for order statistics, 
record and lower record values are deduced from the relations derived. 
2.2 Linear exponential distribution 
From (1.11.1) and (1.11.2), it is easy to note that 
f(x) = iA + vx)J{x) (2.2.1) 
and 
Ax + vx^/2 = —[U + vxf-A^],vi=0 (2.2.2) 
2v 
Making use of the relation m (2.2.1), Ahmed (2008) has estabhshed the 
following explicit expressions and some simple recurrence relations 
satisfied by the single and product moments of gos from linear 
exponential distribution. 
The pdf (1.7.3) can be written for the linear exponential distribution with 
pdf (1.11.1) and 4f (1.11.2), as in the following form 
Recurrence relations for moments of generalized and lower generalized order statistics... 
fx(r,n,m,k)(^^-
'' ^ —(A + vx)Qxp[-yr(^x + vx/2)] 
(r-l)!(m + l) 
x(l-exp[-im + l)(Ax + vx^/2)]y''\ m^-l 
2 ,r^^r-l 
(r-l) (A + vx)(Ax + vx^/2) 
xexp[-A;(/ix + vx /2)], m = -l 
(2.2.3) 
By using the binomial expansion and (2.2.2), we can rewrite (2.2.3) as 
fxir,n,m,k)(^)-
(m + l)'~^=or(fl + l)r(r-fl) 
xexp[ -^^(Ar + vx)^], 
2v 
2v 
k''exp[kA^/2v]'--l 2sa (-r) 
(2vy-^ a=ona + l)r(r-a) 
xexp[-ik/2v){A + vx^)], 
(A + vx) 
m^-1 
2 r - 2 a - l 
m = -l 
(2.2.4) 
The expHcit formula for E[X(r,n,m,k)] can be obtained as follows: 
For m ^ - 1 , v^O 
r 1 
,_i(-rexp-(r,_,A^) 
EU + vX(r,n,mM= ''^ , T — '-
(m + iy-^^O na + DTir-a) 
xri^ + vxfexA-^^{X + vxf]dx. (2.2.5) 
•"O V 2v J 
If we write 
J {X + vx) exp (A + vx) dx = It{X,wv). (2.2.6) 
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W By using the transformation z-—{X + vx) , we can show that 
2v 
I^{X,wv) = {2vr~'^'^w {t-\)l2-{t+\)llJt + ^^ 
2 ) IG 
t + l 
,wA /2v 
where /G(.,.) is the incomplete gamma function defined by 
IG(i,z) = - ^ ["M^"^ exp(-M)rfM. 
So, (2.2.4) reduces to 
E[X + vX{r,n,m,k)\ -
^^-^TE 
j(-irexp-(r,_,A2) 
2v 
(2.2.7) 
(2.2.8) 
(m + l)'-\tj) na + \)nr-a) -hU^nr-a) 
(2.2.9) 
or, equivalently, from (2.2.7) 
E[X(r,n,m,k)] = 71 C,_i '^ ^ ' \2v 
,r-l ^ 
(-i)^'exp-^™(r,_,i') 
2v (m + l) ' ' - \=or(« + l ) r ( r - « ) ( r , - J 3/2 
x/G(1.5, ; ' , _^ r /2v ) - A (2.2.10) 
For m = -1 and v s^: 0, we can show by the same manner that the r - th 
moment of the upper k -records is given by 
kv ^ti r(a + l)r(r-a) 
X IG(r -a + 0.5M I2v) — , 
V 
(2.2.11) 
Special cases 
i) Putting m = 0, k = \ in (2.2.10), explicit moments of the r - t h order 
statistics of the linear exponential distribution (v i^ 0) can be obtained 
as 
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^ [ X ( r , n ) ] = . , | ^ n ( n - . > l ) g ^ - ' ^ ^ ^ ^ P ^ ^ " - ^ " ^ " ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ 
2 v t t a=ona + l)r(r-a)(n-r + l + af^^ 
x/G(1.5,(n-r + l + fl)i^/2v) . (2.2.12) 
ii) Putting m = -l, k = l in (2.2.11), explicit moments of the r - t h upper 
record values of the linear exponential distribution (v^O) can be 
obtained as 
E[X(r)]= -exp{A''/2v)2_, 
^Q r («+i)r( r - f l ) 
xIGir-a + 0.5),A^/2v) . (2.2.13) 
This result agrees with Raqab's (2001) result for exphcit moments of 
upper record values. 
A recurrence relation for single moments of gos from df (1.11.2) can be 
derived in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2.1 If X is a rv distributed as the df (1.11.2), then for real 
m and k with m > - l , A:>1, integers r > l , 7>1, the following 
recurrence relation is satisfied. 
E[XJ^^(r,n,m,k)]-E[X^^'^(r-l,n,m,k)] 
= ^ ^ ^ £ [ X > - ^ l ( r - l , n , m , ^ ) ] - ^ ^ j ^ £ [ X ^ - ^ l ( r , n , m , ^ ) ] 
vO + 1) V [; + l 
-—E[X^(r,n,m,k)]\' (2.2.14) 
Proof If X has the 4f (1.11.2), then from (1.7.3), we obtain 
E[X^(r,n,mM = -^,\yhF{x)f~^fix)g'^-\F{x))dx 
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or, equivalently, from (2.2.1) 
£[X^(r,n,m,^)] = - ^ r x ^ [ F ( j c ) ] ^ ^ ^ ; - ^ ( F ( x ) ) a + vx)Jx 
which can be rewritten as 
(r-l)!-"J 
= AQJ(r,n,m,k) + vQJir,n,m,k), (2.2.15) 
where 
e^(r,n,m/:) = -^r^^[F(x)]^ ' -^;- l(F(x))f lfx 
(r-1) 
^^ ^^ ^^  T t^W]^ ' ' g':n\F{x))d(x-'^'^). (2.2.16) 
= 0, we 
0 
So, integrating by parts, using that: x^'^^[F(x)Y'' g'^ ^(Fix)) 
get 
(2.2.17) 
Substituting from (2.2.17) in (2.2.16), we can obtain the result (2.2.14). 
Remark 2.2.1 Putting m = 0 and ^ = 1 then (2.2.14), we can obtain a 
recurrence relation for single moment of order statistics of the linear 
exponential distribution, established by Balakrishnan and Malik (1986). 
Remark2.2.2 Setting w = - l , k>l in (2.2.14), we get a recurrence 
relation for single moments of upper k -records of the linear exponential 
distribution. 
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Remark 2.2.3 If we put v->0 and >^  = 0 in (2.2.14), we obtain the 
recurrence relations for exponential and Rayleigh distributions, 
respectively. 
Theorem 2.2.2 For /, 7 = 0,1,..., the following recurrence relations 
(i) for integers r<n-\ 
E[X\r,n,m,k)X^'^^(r + l,n,m,k)] = E[X''^^'^^(r,n,m,k) 
+ J^iE[X'(r,n,m,k)XJ(r + l,n,mM) 
V7r+1 
^j:±^lE[X'(r,n,m,k)X^^\r + l,n,m,k)]-E[X''^-'^\r,n,mM] 
; + i 
(2.2.18) 
(ii) for s>r + l, 
E[X'(r,n,m,k)X^^^(s,n,m,k)] = E[X\r,n,m,k)X^^^is-ln,m,k)] 
+ ^^iE[X'ir,n,m,k)X^ (s,n,m,k)] 
-^k[X\r,n,m,k)XJ^\s,n,m,k)] 
-E[X'{r,n,m,k)X^'^\s-l,n,m,k)]l (2.2.19) 
Proof From (1.7.4), we obtain for 1 < r < j' 
E[X'{r,n,m,k)XJis,n,m,k)] 
=, ^^^;-^ , S x'[F{x)rfix)g!;n~\nx))B(x)dx, (2.2.20) 
where 
B{x)=ryJ[h^F{y)-h^F{x)r''~\F{y)P'^fiy)dy. 
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Making use of (2.2.1) we can write 
5(;c) = iJ^(x) + vy^+l(jc), (2.2.21) 
where 
Jlix) = l'^yhh^F(y) - h^F(x)Y~'"\F{y)f^ dy 
= -:^r[hmF(y) - h^F(x)r'-\F(y)f^ diyj"-^). 
Integrating by parts, we have foi s = r + l 
^K-^ ) = ^ r ^ ' " ' ^ t ^ (^ ) J^" ' / ( ^ )^> ' - ^ f^WJ^^" ' (2.2.22) 
and for 5 > r +1, 
Jdx)—^ry'''%,F{y)-h^F{x)r'-\F(y)pf{y)dy 
j + l^x 
; + l ^x 
(2.2.23) 
Substituting from (2.2.22), (2.2.23) in (2.2.21) and then in (2.2.20), we 
have, after simplifications, the recurrence relations (2.2.18) and (2.2.19). 
Remark 2.2.5 Putting m = 0 and A; = l in (2.2.18) and (2.2.19), we 
obtain recurrence relations for product moment of order statistics of the 
linear exponential distribution. 
Remark 2.2.6 Setting m = - l and A;>1 in (2.2.18) and (2.2.19), we 
obtain recurrence relations for product moment of upper ^-records of 
the linear exponential distribution. 
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2.3 Generalized power function distribution 
For the standard generalized power function distribution with pdf and 
df as in (1.11.3) and (1.11.4), it is to see that 
f{x)=-^F{x) (2.3.1) 
x + a 
By making use of the relation in (2.3.1) for the standard generalized 
power function distribution, Mahmoud and Al-Nagar (2007) have 
established the following recurrence relations for single moments of gos. 
Theorem 2.3.1 Let Z be a random variable with pdf defined by 
(1.11.3), then for/ = 1,2,... 
aE[X\r,n,m,k)] = -^'^!.^ ^J'''^ E[X'^\r,n,m,k)] 
0 + 1) 
0+1) (/ + 1) 
--p^E[X'^\r-l,n-l,m,k)]. (2.3.2) 
0+1) 
Proof By using (1.7.3), we obtain 
E[X^'^^(r,n,m,k)] + aE[X\r,n,m,k)] 
= 7^r''(^'"'^ +^ )^[^ Wl^ ''"Vw^r (^^ W)^ - (2.3.3) 
Upon using (2.3.1) and simplifying, we have 
E[X''^\r,n,m,k)] + aE[X\r,n,rh,k)] 
_pCr-Ub-ajrT;...r,~lr~l 
(r-1)! f ~ x^[F{x)p~^g'^~\F{x))dx J—a 
PCr-\[b-^Jf^(^.\rrar-\ 
'^r\\F{x)fr gl;\F{x))dx. (2.3.4) 
(r-1) 
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Integrating by parts, we have for m ?t -1 
E[X'^\r,n,m,k)] + aE[X\r,n,m,k)] 
(/ + l ) ( r - l ) 
(/ + l)(r-2)!-^« 
t\^^'mx)V^^'^-'fix)g:,-\F(x))dx 
(i + l)(r-!)!•'-« 
+ P^'-^ t\^^hFix)f^^"'-'f(x)g!;,-\F(x))dx (2.3.5) (/ + l ) ( r - 2 ) ! - ' - « J V ^6m V V /^ 
and hence the required result. 
Remark2.3.1 Putting m^=m2=--- = 0 and k = \ in Theorem (2.3.1), 
we obtain the recurrence relation for single moments of order statistics 
from the generalized power function distribution. 
2.4 Doubly truncated Burr type XII distribution 
Using (1.3.2)and (1.11.5), the pdf of the doubly truncated Burr type XII 
distribution is given by 
/(;,) = l l ^ ^ ! ^ a ± ^ ) ^ , Q^<x<P^, lT>0 (2.4.1) 
and 
F{x) = Q2-^^^^^^^^ , Q,<x<P,, lT>0. (2.4.2) 
From (2.4.1) and (2.4.2), we note that 
{l + x')f(x) = ATx'-\F(x) + P2] = MQ2-F(x)], (2.4.3) 
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where 
iP-Q) (P-Q) 
The relation in (2.4.3) for doubly truncated Burr type XII distribution 
have been utilized by Ahmad (2007) to estabhsh the recurrence relations 
satisfied by single and product moments of gos. These results are 
presented in the following theorems. 
Theorem2.4.3 For integers r > l , 7>0 and A>{j+ '1)/!'/^., the 
recurrence relation 
E[XJ'-^{r,n,m,k)] = ~ \: :{ij+ T)E[XJ (r,n,m,k)] 
-EiX^'-^ir^n-lm^ + m)]] (2.4.4) 
is satisfied, 
where 
Cr-2 1=1 
Proof From (1.7.3) and (2.4.3), we have 
E[XJ{r,n,m,k)] + E[XJ''''(r,n,m,k)] 
= T^,\n ^'(1 + x')[F(x)fr~lf(^^^gr^-\Fix))dx 
(r-1)! •'^ 1 
which can be written as 
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E[xHr,n,m,k)] + E[X^^^(r,n,m,k)] 
= / '^ - - \„ L^^ W]^ - g-^FW) J(x^ —1) 
+ ^'^^^r-l f A ^p^^^^r, -1 r-1 ^ F(x))d(xJ^') (2.4.5) 
Integrating (2.4.5) by parts, yields 
E[xHr,n,m,k)] + E[XJ'^^ir,n,m,k)] 
(7 + T)(r-l)!-'!2i ' ^ '•• •'^ ^s/" ^ ^ ^^  
(7 + ^)(^-l)!-^2i 
{j + T){r-\)\ JGI '^'" 
(; + T)(r-i)! •'fii "" 
upon using ^[g^(F(jc))] = [F(^)]'"/(jc). 
ax 
By writing f^ -2 = YI -l = {k + m) + [{n-l)-r]{m + l)-l 
and 
rr-i-2=rr-i-i=(^+^)+[(«-i)-(^-i)](w+i)-i. 
we obtain 
E{Xi{r,n,m,k)\ + E{X^^\r,n,m,k)] 
= ^^[E[X^^\r,n,mM-E[X^^'{r-l,n,m,k)^ 
+ '^[E[X^^\r,n-\,m,k^m)]-E[X^^\r-\,n-\,m,k + m)^, 
(2.4.6) 
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where 
Cr~2 i=l 
and hence on rearranging the above equation, we get the result. 
Remark 2.4.1 Letting P2=0 in (2.4.4), the results for non-truncated 
case are deduced. 
Remark 2.4.2 By putting m = 0 and ^ = 1 we can get the relations for 
single moments of order statistics. 
Remark 2.4.3 Substituting m = - l , relations for single moments of 
records can be deduced. 
Theorem2.4.4 (i) For integers l < r < n - l and i,j = 0,l,---, 
E[X \r,n,m,k)XJ^^(r + ln,m,k)] 
^ - \ :((r+;)£[Z'(r,«,m,A)Z^(r + l,n,m,A:)] 
( i r r + i - i ) - ^ - ; 
- Eir^i'-^r^n- l,m,/t + m)])) (2.4.6) 
(ii) Forintegers \<r<s<n-l and /,; = 0,1,..., {X>{}-^x)l{xy^)) 
E\X \r,n,m,k)X^'^^is,n,m,k)] 
= - \: :(ir+j)E[X \r,n,m,k)XJ{s,n,m,k)] 
+ ZTrsE[X\r,n,m,k)X^'^^{s-l,n,m,k)] 
+ Ai:i2P2[E[X\r,n,m,k + m)X^'^'^(s-l,n,m,k + m)] 
-E[X\r,n-l,m,k + m)]X^'^\s,n-l,m,k + m))) (2.4.7) 
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Proof From (1.7.4), we obtain for 1 < r < n - 1 
E[X \r,n,m,k)X^(s,n,m,k] + E[X'ir,n,m,k)X^^^(s,n,m,k)] 
x[F(y)p-^(F(y)+P2)dydx 
upon using (2.4.3).Therefore, 
E[X \r,n,m,k)Xy(s,n,m,k] + E[X\r,n,m,k)X-'^^(s,n,m,k)] 
= r i'f"^ l''xHFix)rf(x)g'^-\F(x))I(x)dx, (2.4.8) 
where 
I(x)=-:^r'[F(y)f^[h^(F(y))-h^(F(x))r-'-^d(/^') 
J + T^x 
+ -^fHFiy)f^~\h^(F(y))-h^{F(x))r'-^d(y^'). 
j + f^x 
(2.4.9) 
To prove (i), integrating (2.4.9) by parts, we obtain for j = r +1 
I{x)=^- x^'-'[F{x)f';i + yf^i y^^'[F(y)fr.r^ f(y)dy] 
^' ^-x^^'[F{x)frn-\^y^^^ _ l / i /•+^[F(y)]^^-i"V(y) V . 
Jx J 
(2.4.10) 
7 + ^  
Substituting (2.4.10) in (2.4.9), we obtain 
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E[X \r,n,m,k)xHr + ln,m,k)] + E[X \r,n,m,k)X-''^^{r + l,n,m,k)] 
x^rkF(x))[F(y)]^'-+i'V(y)^}'^^ (2.4.11) 
Equation (2.4.11) can be written with the use of 
^^  - 2 = ^ * -1 =^ [(n -1) - r] (m +1) + (/t + m) -1 
C 
and (.2 - J s^ 
E[X \r,n,m,k)X^(r + \,n,m,k)] + E[X \r,n,m,k)X^^''{r + l,n,m,k)] 
= -^^^^^^(E[X '^•'''\r,n,m,k)] + E[X \r,n,m,k)XJ^^ir + l,n,mM) 
(;+^) 
-E[X\r,n-lm,k + m)X^'^^ir + l,n-l,m,k + m)]l (2.4.12) 
On rewriting (2.4.12), we get the result. 
To prove (ii), integrating (2.4.9) by parts, we obtain when s>r + 2 
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Kx) = ^ ^\rsf'' y^^'{F{y)V^-\h^{F{y))-h^iF{x))r-'-^ f{y)dy 
- (5 - r - l)jj^ j^'+nF(y)]^^ [/i„(F();)) -/i^(FU))r''-2^(/i^(F(>;)))| 
+-^\irs -Df' y''''[^iy)Y'~\KiFiy))-KiF{x))r-'-^f{y)dy 
- (5 - r -1)jj'j^-*-^[F();)]^^-l[/z^(F(y)) -/i^(F(x))]^-^-2i(/z^(F(y)))j 
(2.4.13) 
making use of —[h^{F{y))]--\F{y)f f {y), (2.4.13) reduces to 
dy 
I(x) = ^^l^'yJ'-'[F(y)f^'\h^(F(y))-h^{F(x))r'-'f(y)dy 
-^^^^^^^\\''^'[F(y)fs--\h^(F^^^^ 
j+T ^^ 
+ ^ ^^:^^jS^'^'[^(3')]^^"'[/^.(^(y))-A;„(i^W)r-V(>')^}' 
J + T -"^  
- '^"'"^^^^f^ynF(y)]^-^-^[/zjF(y))-A,(F(x))r--V(y)^y 
7 + T J^ 
(2.4.14) 
Substituting (2.4.14) in (2.4.13), with the use of 
r , - 2 = r*-l=[(«-l)-^](m + l)+(^ + m)- l , 
r,_l-2 = rU-l=[{n-l)-{s-mm + l)+(k + m)-l, 
we obtain 
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E[X \r,n,m,k)X^is,n,m,k)] + E[X \r,n,m,k)X^^\s,n,m,k)] 
^ ^^' [E[X \r,n,m,k)XJ^^is,n,m,k)] 
-E[X 'ir,n,m,k)X^^'^(s-\,n,m,k)]) 
+ -^\E[X\r,n-\,m,k + m)X^^\s-\,n-\,m,k + m)\ 
-E[X\r,n-\,m,k + m)X^^^(s-l,n-l,m,k + m)]). (2.4.15) 
On rewriting (2.4.15), we get the result. 
Remark 2.4.4 Letting P2=0 in (2.4.15), the results for non-truncated 
case are deduced. 
Remark 2.4.5 By putting m = 0 and k = { WQ can get the relations for 
single moments of order statistics. 
Remark 2.4.6 Substituting m = -l, relations for single moments of 
records can be deduced. 
2.5 Eriang-truncated exponential distribution 
Note that for Eriang-truncated exponential distribution defined in (1.11.7) 
fix) = ^ a-e-^)Fix) (2.5.1) 
Making use of (1.7.2), (1.7.4) and (2.5.1) Khan et al. (2010) have 
established explicit expressions and recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of gos. These results are presented as follows: 
The pdf (1.7.2) can be written for the Eriang-truncated exponential 
distribution with df (1.11.8) and making use of (2.5.1) in the following 
form 
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Ai-^-^)Q_Lg (_!)/'--1^ 
(r-DKm + D'-^.o V « J 
fx{r,n,m,k)(^)-' xe -Pxil-e-^)rr-a 
{P{\-e-^)yk\r-l-kl3x{\-e-') 
(^-1)! 
m^t- l 
m = - l 
(2.5.2) 
The explicit formula for E{X ^ (r,n,m,k)] can be obtained as follows: 
i) For m # -1 
E[XJ(r,n,m,k)] 
(r-l)!(m + i r \ r o -f^^-n:j 
(r-l)!(m + i r \ r o 
^;^-;5x(l-.-'^);',_. 
ro+i) 
d'jc 
V « y [Ai-e"^)]^(r.-ay^'' 
(2.5.3) 
ii) For m = - 1 , we can show by the same manner that the single moments 
of the upper k -records is given by 
W + r) 
E[XJ(r,n-lM. 
(r-l)![W-^"^)] ^\V ' 
(2.5.4) 
Special cases 
i) Putting m = 0, k = l in (2.5.3), the explicit moments of the r - t h 
order statistics of the Erlang-truncated exponential distribution can be 
obtained as 
r-l rr-l] 
fl=0 
r(y+i) 
y a J [j3{l-e~^)]Hn-r + l + ay^^' 
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where 
C = "" 
(r-iy.(n-ry. 
ii) Putting A; = l in (2.5.4), we deduce the expHcit expression for the 
moments of record values for the Erlang-truncated exponential 
distribution as 
Recurrence relations for single moments of gos from df (1.5) can be 
derived in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5.1 For the distribution given in (1.5) and ne N, me 9t, 
1=1 
E[X^^\l,n,m,k)] = —, E[XHU,mM- (2.5.5) 
and for 2 < r < n 
E[X^'^\r,n,mM 
^-^ E[XJ{r,n,m,k)] + E[X^^\r-l,n,m,k)] (2.5.6) 
-Jl> 
m-e-^Tr 
Proof From (1.2) and (2.5.1), we have 
E[XJ(r,n,m,k)] = m-e'^)^^nx), (2.5.7) 
(r-1)! 
where 
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Integrating by parts treating x^ for integration and the rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we get 
nx)=-^CxJ^\F (x)f^ -' fix) g;-^  (F {x))dx 
-^^r,-^''iFi^)f'''^mchF{x))dx. 
7 + 1 •"« 
Now substituting for I{x) in equation (2.5.7), we drive the relations in 
(2.5.5) and (2.5.6). 
Remark2.5.1 Setting m = 0, ^ = 1 in Theorem 2.5.1, we obtain 
recurrence relations for single moments of order statistics of the Erlang-
truncated exponential distribution in the form 
and 
p(n ~r +1)(1 - e ) 
Remark2.5.2 Putting m = -l, k>l in (2.5.6), we get the recurrence 
relations for single moments of upper it-records of the Erlang-truncated 
exponential distribution in the form 
E[XJ^\r,n-lM 
kfia-e~n 
Making use of (1.11.8), (2.5.1) and the binomial expansion, the pdf 
(1.7.3) can be written for the Erlang-truncated exponential distribution as 
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fx{r,n,m,k)X{s,n,m,k)(^^y) 
m - e~^)f C,_i g '-^\_^^a^b(r - IV. - r - f 
5-2 (r-l)!(^-r-l)!(m + ir^rofeTo V « y 
-A, .-A, 
xe 
-j3xil~e-^)(5-r+fl-ft)(m+l) ^-yff y ( l - e"^ ) r,-b 
m^-1 
k'{fi{\-e-^)Y'-^\ ,Js-r-\ 
E (-1)' 
a 
^^r^a-\^s-r-a-\ 
Xe -fiy{\-e-^) m = -\ 
(2.5.8) 
The explicit formula for^[Z' (r,n,m,k)X^(s,n,m,k)] can be obtained 
when m^-1 as 
E[X' (r,n,m,k)X ^ (s,n,m,k)] 
^^^2. r-\s-r-\ ,fr-W 
V « J 
(s-r-\\ 
b 
xr;c'.-^^(^-^' ')(- ' -^«-^>('"+%(;c)^, (2.5.9) 
where 
G(x) = JJyV^^(^-^~')^-^Jy 
_^^%-^^^^-^" '^^-^r(7+i) 
On substituting the above expression of G{x) in (2.5.9), we find that 
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E[X\r,n,m,k)X-' {s, n, m, k)] 
C s~\ 
s-1 ( r - l ) ! (^ - r - l ) ! (m+i r -^ -Q^To „r 0 V « J 
ro'+i) i+u-^ xil-e )Y^_a 
X e dx 
' 5 -1 
s-2 
r-lj-r-1 i ,fr-W 
{r-ms-r-\)\{m + \y-'-Q-Q JTo 
ra+i)r(/+i+t/) 
K « J b 
(2.5.10) 
and when m = - l that 
E[X\r,n,-\,k)X^{s,n-\,k)] 
Y{i + r + a + u) 
T''"z"''Vi)^f'"''~^^^^^'^'~'"'^ 
a u\ 
(2.5.11) 
Special cases 
i) Putting m = 0, ^ = 1 in (2.5.10), the explicit formula for the product 
moments of order statistics of the Erlang-truncated exponential 
distribution can be obtained as 
r - l 5 - r - l ;• ,fr-\\ 
a=0 b=0 «=0 V " 
r( ;+i)r( /+i+M) 
umi-e-^)r^{n-s + b + iy^'-"{n-r + a + l) j+\-u. d+l+u ' 
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where 
C = ^ 
^r,s:n {r-\)\{s-r-l)\{n~s)\ 
ii) Putting k-\ m (2.5.11), we deduce the expHcit expression for the 
product moments of upper record values of the Erlang-truncated 
exponential distribution as 
E I (-1) 
X 
(r-ms-r-\)\ ,f„ .to 
r(7 + 5 - r - a) r(/ + r + a + M) 
V « J 
Making use of (2.5.1), we can drive recurrence relations for product 
moments of gos. 
Theorem 2.5.2 For the given Erlang-truncated exponential distribution 
in (1.5) and n>2, me9l,l<r<A- + l<n 
E[X\r,n,m,k)X^^^{r + \,n,m,k)] 
= ^-^ E{X\r,n,m,k)X^{r + \,n,m,k)\ 
+ E[X'^^^\r,n,mM (2.5.12) 
and for 1 < r < 5 < n, >y - r > 2 and i,; > 0 
E[X\r,n,m,k)X^^\s,n,m,k)] 
= ^^, E[X\r,n,m,k)X\s,n,m,k)] 
+ E[r{r,n,m,k)X^^\s-l,n,m,k)]- (2.5.13) 
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Proof From (1.3), we have 
E{X\r ,n,m,k)X ^ {s ,n,m,k)] 
C 
's-\ rx\F{x)rf{x)g'^\F{x))I{x)dx, (2.5.14) (r- l ) ! (5-r- l ) ! - '0 
where 
I{x) = \'"^y^{h^{F{y))-h^{Fix))r'-\F{y)Y^-^f{y)dy 
^l3{\-e-^)f^yi{h^{F{y))-h^{F{x))r'-\F{y)Y^dy 
upon using the relation in (2.5.1). Integrating now by parts treating y^ 
for integration and the rest of the integrand for differentiation, we obtain 
when 5 = r +1 that 
_ 1 
l{x)^^^^^l^-x^'^\F{x)Vr-'^r^^,\-y^-\F -e 
J 
(2.5.15) 
and when 5 > r +1 that 
I{x) = I5{\ - e-H^ry^^\h^{F{y)) - h^{F{x))r'-^ 
^{F{y)Y^-'f{y)dy-^^-^ 
7 + 1 
(2.5.16) 
Upon substituting the above expressions for I{x) in (2.5.14), we have, 
after simplifications, the recurrence relations (2.5.12) and (2.5.13). 
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Remark 2.5.3 Setting m = 0, A; = l in (2.5.12) and (2.5.13), we obtain 
recurrence relations for product moments of order statistics of the Erlang-
truncated exponential distribution in the form 
' y5(l-e"^)(n-r) ' " 
and 
p(l -e )(n-s + i) 
Remark2.5.4 Putting m--\, k>\ in (2.5.13), we get the recurrence 
relations for product moments of upper ^-records of the Erlang-
truncated exponential distribution in the form 
E{X\r,n-\,k)X^'^\s,n-\,k)] 
PiX-e'^k 
+ E{X\r,n-\,k)X^^\s-\,n-\M-
2.6 Weibull distribution and truncated Weibull distribution 
Using (1.3.1), (1.11.9) for 0 = 1, the truncated pdf for Weibull 
distribution is given by 
f{x)=^''^y , - l og ( l -0< jc^<- log ( l - ? ) , p>0 (2.6.1) 
and on using (1.3.2), the df will be 
F{x) = -P2+-x^-Pfix), x>0, p>0, (2.6.2) 
P 
where 
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)P--lr.^n^n\ pP --i^-n m /^ 1 Q r, ^ P 
Using equations (2.6.1), (2.6.2) and (1.11.10, the following recurrence 
relations for single and product moments of gos from Weibull 
distribution has been established by Khan et al. (2007). 
Theorem2.6.1 For Weibull distribution as given in (2.6.1) and neN, 
meSi, 2<r<n 
E[XJ{r,n,mM-E[XJ{r-l,n-l,m,k)] 
-^-P2K[E[xHr,n-l,m,k + m)]-E[XJ(r-l,n~l,m,k + m)]) 
+ -^E[XJ-P(r,n,m,k)], (2.6.3) 
pn 
where 
C (n-l) r-\f Jn-l) \ 
CV^^'"^ 7A[7^"~''+m 
n 
in-\) 
\!i 
rl" ^^^k+{n-i-l){m + V). 
If we put p-1 in the above expression, we get the corresponding results 
for the exponential distribution. For the non-truncated case one has to put 
P = l a n d 2 = 0. 
Remark 2.6.1 Recurrence relations for single moments of order 
statistics is obtained by putting m = 0, A; = 1 in (2.6.3). 
Remark 2.6.2 Recurrence relations for single moments of A: -th record 
statistics is obtained by putting m = -1 in (2.6.3). 
Theorem 2.6.2 For the distribution given in (2.6.1) and ne iV, me 9t, 
2<r<n 
E[X\r,n,mM- E[X^ (r-l,n-l,mM 
^MzQlK*EmX{r,n,m,k)}] (2.6.4) 
pn 
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P7\ 
[-{\- P)E[(l)[X{r,n,m,k)]] + E[Xi~P {r,n,m,k)]), (2.6.5) 
where 
C. 
^w=.-.-, ^ =;^=n r-lf ^. ^ 
Theorem 2.6.3 For the Weibull distribution given in (2.6.1) and neN, 
me'^, 2<r<n 
E[xHr,n,m,k)]-E[XJ(r-l,n,mM 
= -P2K**(E[X^ (r,n-l,m,k + m)]- E[X J {r -l,n-l,m,k + m)]) 
+ -^-E[X^''P{r,n,m,k)], 
P7r 
(2.6.6) 
where 
K 
C r-l 
c {n-\,k-^m) r-l 
r-\f 
n Yi (n-l) i^AYi +m UU+i. 
Remark 2.6.3 The recurrence relation for the non-truncated exponential 
distribution given by Pawlas and Syznal (2001a) are obtained by setting 
p = l , P = l , f i = 0 a n d ; = 7 + l. 
Theorem2.6.4 For the given Weibull distribution and ne N, me 9t, 
2<r<n. 
E[XJ(r-ln,m,k)]-E[X^(r-l,n-lm,k)] 
= P, 
{m + \){r-l)K 
n 
(E[XJ(r,n-l,m,k + m)]-E[XJ(r-l,n-l,m,k + m)]) 
(m + l ) ( r - l ) 
PYrn 
jE[XJ-P{r,n,mM. (2.6.7) 
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Theorem2.6.5 For the given distribution in (2.6.1) and l< r<5 '<n- l , 
ne N, meSK and A: =0,1,... 
E[X' (r,n,m,k)XJ (s,n,m,k)] - E[X' (r,n,m,k)XJ (s - i,n,m,k)] 
= -P2Ki{E[X'(r,n-l,m,k + m)XJ(s,n-l,m,k + m)] 
-E[X\r,n-l,m,k + m)X^(s-l,n-l,m,k + m)]) 
+ -^^E[X\r,n,m,k)X^~P(s,n,m,k)], 
PYs 
(2.6.8) 
where 
K,^ 
C s~2 s-l 
c in-l,k+m) 5-2 
=n 7i n 
s-l 
Ys i=l 
Remark2.6.4 At p = i, Q = 0, P = l, s-r + l and 7 = ; +1, Theorem 
2.6.5 reduces to non-truncated exponential distribution, established by 
Pawlas and Syznal (2001a). 
2.7 Inverse WeibuU distribution 
From (1.11.11) and (1.11.12) for inverse WeibuU distribution, we have 
.T+l 
x^^'f{x) = d^TFix) (2.7.1) 
Using (1.8.3), (1.8.2) and (2.7.1), Pawlas and Syznal (2001b) have 
established the following recurrence relations for single and product 
moments of lower generalized order statistics form inverse WeibuU 
distribution. The results are presented in the following theorems. 
Theorem2.7.1 Fix a integer^. For neN, /we9t, \<r<n and 
;=0,1,... 
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E[X\r,n,m,k)y''^^^ 
^^^^-^(E[X'-'^\r-l,n,m,k)]-E[X'^^\r,n,m,k)]]. (2.7.2) 
7+1 
Proof By (1.8.3) and (2.7.1) 
(r-1)! •'" 
Integrating the above expression by parts, treating x-' as the part for 
integration, we get 
E[X'-'^^^\r,n,m,k)] 
TO'' C,_i 
(r-1)! 
.I^(.[r^>V.-l,„,...)]-.[X--(.,n,«,.),). 
Remark 2.7.1 Recurrence relations for single moments of order 
statistics from the inverse WeibuU distribution is obtained by putting 
m = 0, A; = 1 in (2.7.2) in the form 
Remark 2.7.2 Recurrence relations for single moments of Jt - th record 
statistics is obtained by putting m = -1 in (2.7.2). 
Similarly, the recurrence relations for single moments of order statistics 
with non-integral sample size for m = 0, /: = « - « + !, «e9t+ and for 
sequential order statistics for/n = « - l , k = a may be obtained. 
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Theorem 2.7.2 Fix a positive integer k. For n>l, meZ, l<r<n and 
',7=0,1,... . ^ -_ r iv^ . . 
E[X'\r,n,m,k)iX'J^'^\s,n,m,k)] J £^Z^^^^, '\ \ 
= Lni[E[(X'^(r,n,m,k)(X'^^\s-l,n,m,k)] '"I^^^^^^ 
-E[X'\r,n,m,k){X'^^\s,n,m,k)]] (2.7.3) 
and for r +1 = 5 
E[X''(r,n,m,k){X'J^''-^\r + l,n,m,k)] 
= ^ ^UliE[X'''^J+\r,n,m,k)-E[X'\r,n,m,k)iX'-'^\r + l,n,m,k)]] 
7 + 1 
(2.7.4) 
Proof We have from (1.8.2) and (2.7.1) for l<r<s-2 and 
/,; = 0,1,... 
E[X''(r,n,m,k)(X' •''^^'^\s,n,m,k)] 
= ^ ^&^ -CAF{x)rf(x)g'^-\F{x))I(x)dx, (2.7.5) 
where 
I(x) = j^y^^'-^\hJF(y))-hJF{x))r'-\F(y)frdy. 
Integrating I(x) by parts and substituting this expression in (2.7.5), we 
obtain (2.7.3). For j = r + 1 we have (2.7.4). 
Remark 2.7.3 Recurrence relations for product moments of order 
statistics (m = 0,k = V) from the inverse WeibuU distribution is 
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^y^n~r+\:n^n-s+\:n^- • ^^ 
\^^^\-r+Vji^i-s+2:n)~^^^n-r+\:n^Ls+\:nn-
Remark2.7.4 Recurrence relations for product moments of k-ih 
record statistics is obtained by putting m = -\ in (2.7.3). 
2.8 Exponentiated Weibull distribution 
From (1.11.14) and (1.11.15), we have 
F(x)^^x^'^\e^'^^^ -l]f(x), x>0, ^ ,^ ,T>0 (2.8.1) 
Using (2.8.1), (1.8.3) and (1.8.2), the recurrence relations for single and 
product moments of lower generaUzed order statistics from exponentiated 
Weibull distribution has been obtained by Khan et al. (2008) and 
particular cases have also been discussed. These results are presented in 
the following dieorems. 
Casel mi=mj =m, i,j = 1,2,...,n-l. 
Theorem2.8.1 For the distribution given in (1.11.14) and 2<r<n, 
n>2, k = l,2,... 
E[X'-' {r,n,m,k)~ EiX'-i {r-l,n,m,k)] 
^—j{E[y/{r-'(r,n,m,k)}-E[r^-\r,n,m,k)]l (2.8.2) 
where 
Proof From (2.8.1) and (1.10.1), we have 
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E[X'-'ir,n,m,k)-E[X'-'(r-l,n,m,k)] 
JCr-
r r (^- l ) u:^^-\n^)p-' nuo 
^i-^[,a.)^ 
T0A' e 
f{x)g'^\F{x))dx 
J J Cr-
- ^ r W(x)[F(x)f^ -^ fix) g;-^ (F(x)) dx 
r,Tex'{{r-i) 
-~^^\^x^-\F{x)Yr-^f{x)g'^\F{x))dx^^ 
and hence the result. 
Remark 2.8.1 For m = 0 and k = \, the recurrence relation for lower 
generalized order statistics reduces to the recurrence relation of order 
statistics as 
E(^tr,vJ~E(x:U,,,;) 
J 
e T0A''{n-r + l) E[¥iX'^-r+l:n)]-EiX 
'j-e .] (2.8.3) 
Remark 2.8.2 The recurrence relation for single moment of ^ - t h 
lower record statistics (m = -1) will be 
E[X'-> {r,n,m,k)- E[X'-' (r ~\,n,m,k)] 
^(E[nX'^(r,n,m,k)}-E[X'J-^ir,n,mM]. (2.8.4) 
Theorem 2.9.2 For the distribution given in (1.11.18) and for 
2<r<n,n>2,k = \,2,... 
i) E{X'\r,n,m,k)]-E[X'\r-\,n-\,mM 
= ^—^[E[yf{r^{r,n,m,k)}]-E[ri-\r,n,m,k)^ (2.8.5) 
Yitd?: 
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ii) E[X'-'(r-l,n,m,k)]-E[X'-'(r-l,n-l,m,k)] 
(2.8.6) 
Proof Results can be established in view of (1.10.2), (1.10.3) and 
(2.8.1). 
CaseII Ji + Jp i^j , /,7 = l,2,...,n-l 
Theorem2.8.3 For the distribution given in (1.11.18) and 2<r<n, 
n>2, k = l2,... 
E[X'-' {r,n,m,k)]- EiX'J (r -l,n,m,k)] 
= ^^~^(E[w{X\r,n,m,k)}]-E[X'^-^{r,n,m,k)]) (2.8.7) 
Proof Proof follows on the lines of Theorem 2.8.1 using (2.8.1) and 
(1.10.4). 
Remark 2.8.5 Theorem 2.8.1 can be deduced from Theorem 2.8.3 by 
replacing in with m, m^-l. Remaining relations for case II, (yi ^ y:) 
can be established by replacing m with in in Theorem 2.8.2. 
Casel mi=mj=m, i,j = 1,2,...,n-l 
Theorem 2.8.4 For the distribution given in (1.11.14) and for 
\<r<s<n-\ , n>2, k = l,2,... 
E[X''{r,n,m,k)X'Jis,n,m,k)]-E[X''{r,n,m,k)X'-'{s--l,n,m,k)] 
^{E[y/[X\r,n,m,k)}X\s,n,m,k)}] Ys^ef 
-E[X'\r,n,m,k)X'-'~\s,n,m,k)]l (2.8.8) 
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where 
Proof The result can be established in view of (2.8.1) and (1.10.5). 
Remark 2.8.6 Under the assumption given in Theorem 2.8.4 with k = \, 
m = 0, we get the recurrence relation for the product moments of lower 
order statistics and at m = - 1 , we have the recurrence relation for the 
product moments of lower ^ - th record values. 
Case II Yi i=- jj,i^j, i, j = 1,2,...,n - 1 
Results can be established by replacing m with m. 
Remark 2.8.7 For 0 = 1, T = 1 the distribution reduces to exponential 
distribution. 
2.9 Exponentiated Pareto distribution 
From (1.11.16) and (1.11.17), note that 
F(x) = ^ Ax+ 2^ 
u=2 V " y 
x" f(x), x>0, A,0>O is positive 
0A 
integer. (2.9.1) 
Khan and Kumar (2010) have estabhshed the following expUcit 
expressions and recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
lower generalized order statistics from exponentiated Pareto distribution. 
These results considered as follows: 
We shall first establish the explicit expression forE[X'^{r,n,m,k)]. 
Using (1.2), we have when mt-l 
£[Z'^(r,«,m,^)] = ;S^r ;c^[F(x)]^^-VWg;-^(F(;c))^ (2.9.2) 
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Further, on using the binomial expansion, we can rewrite (2.9.1) as 
E[X'-'(r,n,m,k)] = Cr-
r-l 
^^;;=rl(-i)^ (r-l)!(m + l ) ' - \ r o 
/ , _ l ^ 
^ a J 
X rxJ[F{x)V''^^"'-'^^'-^f(x)dx (2.9.3) 
JO 
i/d then by using the transformation z = [F (x)] in (2.9.2), we get 
E[X'^(r,n,m,k)] 
r-\ j 
^^"'' 7=1 EZ(-ir ' •" ' ' ' ' '^ ^^  (r-l)!(m + l ) ' - \ r o r o 
rr- lVA 
Kh 
dC 
'-' T^^Y^ti-^r^'' r-\\(j\ 
( r - l ) ! ( m + l) a=Qb=Q a K'^J 
{blX) ip) 
x S — , A>7andy = 0,l,..., (2.9.4) 
where 
^ii)=-
\a(a + l)...{a + i-l), i>0 
I i = 0 
and when m = -\ that 
E[rJ(r,n-l,k)] 
arur j . ^ A 
-^-^t(-l)^~" 
fl=0 
Af^(^f^\l)C-^r-l^-tm^l)^, 
v«;/ro !^ -"o 
=^'"^''S(-i) i-a I ^ 
fl=0 fl 
(a/X) (i) 
i^oiKOk+iy 
•,X>j and; = 0,1,2,.., 
(2.9.5) 
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Special cases 
i) Putting m = 0, k = \ in (2.9.4) the explicit formula for the single 
moments of lower order statistics of the exponentiated Pareto distribution 
can be obtained as 
a=Qb=Q 
a+j-b /•, -lYi 
V « y 
(b/A\p^ 
[.bj^Qp\[0(n-r + l + a) + p] 
where 
C n\ 
r:n (r-mn-r)l 
ii) Putting A: = l in (2.9.5), we deduce the explicit expression for the 
moments of lower record values for the exponentiated Pareto distribution, 
established by Shawky and Abu-Zinadah (2008). 
Recurrence relations for single moments of Igos from (1.8.3) can be 
obtained in the following theorems, when i is a positive integer. 
Theorem 2.9.1 For the distribution given in (1.11.16) and for 
2<r<n, n>2 and k = l,2,.--
E[X'^(r,n,m,k)] - E[X'^(r - l,n,m,k)] 
OYr 
i ^ Y ^ + i l /-'•+«-i E{X {r,n,m,k)\ 
(2.9.6) 
Proof From (2.9.1) and (1.10.1), we have 
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E[X'-> (r,n,m,k)]- EiX'J (r -l,n,mM 
Trir-l) y:^'^hFi.)] 
rr-i X 
^f{x)gl;\F{x))dx 
j I Cr-
OTrW-l) 
'-^^\^x^[F{x)p~^ f{x)g'^\F{x))dx 
'u=2 
c 
\ " J 
^^l^x^^'~hF(x)f^-^f(x)g'^-\F(x))dx 
(r-1)! 
and hence the result. 
Remark 2.9.1 For m = 0 and ^ = 1, the recurrence relation for lower 
generalized order statistics reduces to the recurrence relation of lower 
order statistics as 
EiX'lr.lJ-EiX'ir.lJ 
j \ n ii!;YA+i^ 
£(^;-r+L)^ (2.9.7) 
Remark 2.9.2 Setting m = - l and ^ = 1 in Theorem 2.9.1, we get the 
recurrence relation for single moment of lower record statistics from 
exponentiated Pareto distribution. 
Theorem 2.9.2 For the distribution given in (1.11.16) and for 
2<r<n, n>2 and it = l,2,... 
E[X'-'(r-\,n,m,k)]-E[X'-'{r-\,n-l,mM 
(m + l ) ( r - l ) ; 
OYlTr 
A+l 
E[rJ(r,n,m,k)] + -T. 
A 
A + i] ,;•+«-! 
E[X' {r,n,mM\ 
M=2V 
(2.9.8) 
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Proof Proof follows in view of (2.9.1) and (1.10.3). 
Theorem 2.9.3 For the distribution given in (1.11.16) and for 
l<r<n, n>2 and k=l2,... 
E[X'-'(r,n,mM - EiX'Hr -\,n~ l,m,k)] 
OYX 
1 ^+VA + 1^  
E[X' {r,n,m,k)]\ 
(2.9.9) 
Proof Proof follows in view of (2.9.1) and (1.10.3). 
On using (1.8.2) and binomial expansion, the explicit expression for the 
product moments of Igos X\r,n,m,k) 2sydiX'{s,n,m,k), \<r<s<n, 
can be obtained when m^-l as 
E[X (r,n,m,k) X •'{s,n,m,k)] 
C._ s-l 
5-2 (r-ms-r-mm + ir-'-Ob=0 
r~ls-r-l ,/^r_lVy_»-_A 
V « J 
^CAF(x)f-''''-'^^"'''^-'f(x)Iix)dx, x>y, (2.9.10) 
where 
I(x) = f^y^[Fiy)P^^"^''^'-'fiy)dy. (2.9.11) 
i i / ^ By setting z = [Fiy)f"' in (2.9.11), we obtain 
c=0 
r i\ 
vO ;t; i\[0{rs+{m+m+i] 
On substituting the above expression of I(x) in (2.9.10), we find that 
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E[X'\r,n,m,k) X'^(s,n,m,k)] 
/)/-- r-ls-r-l i 
-^"^^ H T X H ) a+b+j-c 
X 
r-lYs-r-lYj 
a \ " J \hi\\e{n + 
(c/^)(l) 
cji^'^meir^+im+m+i] 
•0 
(2.9.12) 
Again by setting t = [F(x)] in (2.9.12) and simplifying the resulting 
equation, we get 
E[X'^ (r,n,m,k) X'^ {s,n,m,k)] 
d^C s-\ 
(r- l ) ! (^-r- l ) ! (m + l) s-1 
r-15-r-l '] i / ' ^ _ 1 ^ 
fl=0 ft=0 c={k/=0 a J b I 
ri\ 
ydj 
X 
yy (c/;i)ffl(^/i)(^) 
/I>max(/,;•) and /,; = 0,1,2,... (2.9.13) 
and when m = -1 that 
E[X'\r,n-\,k) r^{s,n-\M 
k" r- .V , . . . , r - l / W 
(r-l)!(5-r-l)! ' '0 
r ; c ' [ - l n F ( x ) ] ' - l ^ / ( ; c ) i r , x>y, (2.9.14) 
F(x) 
where 
/(;c) = ry^[lnF(x) - lnF(y)r- ' - i [F(y)rV(>')^y 
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Setting w = In F(jc) - In F ();), we find that 
J 
On substituting the above expression of I{x) in (2.8.13) and simplifying 
the resulting equation, we obtain 
E{r' {r,n,-\,k) X'^{s,n,-\,k)\ 
J i 
a=Ob=0 
. JjVi^ 
v«y Kh 
i^op=oi\p\{i+eky-'{i+p+ek) 
A > max (/, j) and/, j = 0,1,2,... (2.9.15) 
Special Cases 
i) Putting m = 0, k = l in (2.9.15) the explicit formula for the product 
moments of lower order statistics of the exponentiated Pareto 
distribution can be obtained as 
^^^n-r + l,n-s + l:n^ 
r-l s-r-l j i . Jr-lYs-r-}Y i^ 
fl=0 fc=0 c=Od=0 
^'^~ ~ (c/%)(^/i)(^) 
a A K^J 
ydjfr'Q^(^l\p\[9{n-s + l+b) + l][e{n-r + l + a + l) + p] 
where 
C 
n\ 
r,s:n {r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ 
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ii) Putting A: = l in (2.9.15), we deduce the explicit expression for the 
product moments of lower record values for the exponentiated Pareto 
distribution, obtained by Shawky and Abu-Zinadah (2008). 
Making use of (2.9.1), we can drive recurrence relation for product 
moments of / gos from (1.8.2), when /I is a positive integer. 
Theorem 2.9.4 For the distribution given in (1.11.16) and for 
l < r < 5 < n - l , n>2 andit = l,2,... 
E[X'' {r,n,m,k)X'^ {s,n,m,k)]-E{X'' {r,n,m,k)X'^ {s-\,n,m,k)] 
Qjs 
E\X'^ ir,n,m,k) X'^ {s,n,m,k)] 
i-fe'a+i' 4^ V « J E[X'' (r,n,m,k)X'-'^''~\s,n,m,k)] >. (2.9.16) 
Proof We have from (1.10.4) 
E[X''ir,n,m,k)X'-'(s,n,m,k)]-E[X''{r,n,m,k)X'-'(s-l,n,m,k)] 
—^^ f ^  f'^'y'"^ [F (x)r f (X) g'~^ {Fix)) 
Ysir-m^ 
•x{hmiF{y))-h^{F{x)f-'-\F{y)p dydx, x>y. (2.9.17) 
and hence (2.9.16), using (2.9.1) and (2.9.17). 
Remark 2.9.3 Under the assumption given in Theorem 2.8.4 with k = l, 
/w = 0, we get the recurrence relation for product moment of lower order 
statistics and at k = l, m = -l, we deduce the recurrence relations for 
product moments of lower record values from exponentiated Pareto 
distribution, proved by Shawky and Abu-Zinadah (2008). 
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Chapter 3 
CHARACTERIZATION OF CONTINUOUS DISTRIBUTIONS 
THROUGH CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION OF FUNCTION OF 
GENERALIZED ORDER STATISTICS 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a general form of continuous distribution is obtained by 
considering the conditional expectation of function of generalized order 
statistics and then characterizing relationships are established for 
distributions through generalized order statistics. Further, various 
deductions for order statistics, records, sequential order statistics and 
progressively censored samples are discussed. 
3.2 Characterization of distributions when /Wj =mj, 
i,j = l,-,n-l 
Let X{r,n,m,k), r = l,2,---,n be gos, then the conditional pdf of 
X(s,n,m,k) given X{r,n,m,k) = x, l<r<s<n,m view of (1.7.3) and 
(1.7.4)is 
x[F(y)P~^ny) (3.2.1) 
and the conditional pdf of X(r,n,m,k) given X(s,n,m,k) = y, 
l<r<s<n,is 
I (^-l)!(m + l) [Fix)r[l-{F{x)r^^Y-^ 
^r\s^^\y) (^_i)!(^_^_i)! [l-(F(y))'"+lrl 
x[{F{x)r^^-(F{y)r'-Y'-^f{x), x<y. (3.2.2) 
Characterization of continuous distributions through conditional expectation... 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let ^ (x) be a monotonic and continuous function of jc, 
If 
E[^{Xis,n,m,k)}\Xir,n,m,k) = x] = g^i^{x), (3.2.3) 
then 
F(x) =exp 
-—r s'swit) rr+r^u.u(0-g,|,+i(0] -dt (3.2.4) 
Proof We have, 
E[<^{X is,n,m,k)}\ X {r,n,m,k) = x] = g> ^ (x), 
that is, 
C s-l ^p 
(5-r-l)!C,_i(m + l) ^'jiyMF (x)r^' - (F(y)r'-'r''~' 
x[F(y)p-^f(y)dy 
= ^,|,W[^(^)] ^r+l 
Differentiating both sides with respect to x and re-arranging the terms, 
we get 
fix) 1 ^ilrW 
and hence the theorem. 
A similar result was obtained by Beg and Ahsanullah (2006). 
The result for s = r + \, obtained by Raqab and Abu-Lawi (2004) and 
Cramer et al. (2004), may be deduced by noting that 
^r+l| r+1 W = ^ [ ^ ^ ^ ('" + l'«'»^'^)l| ^ ('' + U,m,k) = X] = ^{X). 
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Corollary 3.2.1 If 
E[{X is,n,m,k)}\ X (r,n,m,k) = x] = a^^^x + b^^^= g.^^ix), 
then 
F{x) = [ax + bf, 
where 
Proof The proof was given by Khan and Alzaid (2004) using Rao and 
Shanbhag (1994) result. This can also be obtained from Theorem 3.2.1 
under the assumption [aa + bf =1 by noting that 
jt* Hi )ik A 
8s\r+l(^)-8s\r(^) = ^s\r+lX + hr+l-'^s\r^-^\r 
= (a,\r+i-ajr) x + - = (ax + b) 
a s . „ . . = II ^ ^ = i±^2Wi,* 
^s\rn=U J^ 
Therefore, 
^^IrW ac 
Thus, 
fix) ^ ac 
F{x) ax + b' 
implying 
F(x) = [ax + bf. 
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For 5 = r +1, the result was obtained by Keseling (1999). 
Further, it has been shown by Bieniek and Szynal (2003), Khan and 
Alzaid (2004) and Cramer et al. (2004), that for 
i) Power function distribution 
F{x) = ' V~X ^ 
\y-H) , fl<X<V 
(3.2.5) 
^n 
i=r+\^^^yi 
ii) Pareto distribution 
F{x) = 
x + S 
d 
, / /<JC<oo (3.2.6) 
« . | r = 
i=r^\^yi-^ 
iii) Exponential distribution 
(3.2.7) 
a. 
* 1 •^  1 
Remark3.2.1 Let t,{x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x, 
then it has been shown by Khan and Alzaid (2004) that 
if and only if F(jc) = [a^(;c) + ^f. 
This can be deduced from Theorem 3.2.1 by considering 
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A number of distributions can be characterized by the proper choice of 
a, b, c and ^(x) (Khan and Alzaid, 2004): 
Table 3.2.1 
Distributions 
Power 
function 
Pareto 
Beta of the 
first kind 
Weibull 
Inverse 
Weibull 
Burr type II 
Burr type III 
Burr type IV 
Burr type V 
Burr type VI 
Burr type 
VII 
Specii ic distributions 
F(x) 
a-PxP 
l-aPx-P 
a<x<oo 
l~-il-x)P 
0<x<l 
0<X<oo 
e 
0<X<oo 
- o o < x < o o 
a+x-')-^ 
0<X<oo 
1 + fc-x^ [ X J 
0<jc< 
l/c' 
C 
-k 
-7tll<X<7ll2 
n 1 ^-kswiix\-k 
{l + ce ) 
- O O < J : < O O 
2~^(l + tanhjc/ 
- c » < x < o o 
a 
-a-P 
fl-^ 
1 
-1 
1 
-eic 
-1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
- 1 
- 1 
_2-k 
b 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
c 
1 
piq 
piq 
P 
9lq 
oo 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
^W 
xP 
x^,q^O 
X 
xP 
-9x-P 1 
e 
([ + €"'')-'' 
(l + x-')-'' 
1 + fc-x^ 
l/c" -* 
(l + c f i -^^) -^ 
d + c^ -*"^ '* )^-* 
(1 + tanhx)^ 
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Burr type 
VIE 
Burr type IX 
Burr type X 
Burr type XI 
Burr type 
XII 
Cauchy 
f2 -1 .\ 
—tan e 
\n ) 
— oo< JC<oo 
k 
ciil + e^'r -l] + 2 
- o o < x < o o 
0<;c<oo 
{ 1 • o ^ 
X smz/Tx 
I 2;r ] 
k 
0<X<oo 
1 1 _1 
tan X 
2 7t 
- o o < x < o o 
— 
(1^ k 
C 
2 
-1 
-1 
e 
1 
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1 
1 - ^ 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
-1 
1 
1 
-m 
1 
(tan-^e^)^ 
(1 + ^")"^ 
(1_^-^^)^ 
( 1 • . Y 
I 2;r j 
;c^ 
tan" X 
Remark3.2.2 For order statistics {m-Q,k-\) characterizing results 
based on linear regression were obtained by Khan and Ali (1987), Khan 
and Abu-Salih (1989), Franco and Ruiz (1995, 1997), Lopez-Blazquez 
and Moreno-Rebollo (1997), Wesolowski and AhsanuUah (1997) and 
Dembinska and Wesolowski (1998) and Khan and Abouammoh (2000). 
Remark 3.2.3 For record statistics (m = - l , A; = l) distributions were 
characterized using conditional expectations by Nagaraja (1988), Franco 
and Ruiz (1995, 1997), Ahsanullah and Wesolowski (1998), Dembinska 
and Wesolowski (2000) and Athar et al (2003). 
Theorem 3.2.2 If for 1 < r < 5 < w 
E[^{X {r,n,m,k)]\ X {s,n,m,k) = y] = g^\, (y), (3.2.8) 
then 
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(m + l)fiy)[F(y)r Sr\s(y) 
l-[F(y)] m+l (s-'^)i8r\s-i(y^>-Sr\s(y)^ 
fjy) i_ 
F{y)\ogF(y) = Aiy), m = -l 
= A(y), m^-\ 
(3.2.9) 
(3.2.10) 
and 
F{x) = l-txp!^-l^A{y)dy^ m+l , m^-l (3.2.11) 
F (x) = exp 
V 
where 
-logF(q) = l. 
Proof We have, 
^ LMy)dy^ 
-e ^ m = -l, x>q. 
J 
(3.2.12) 
E[^{X {r,n,m,k)}\ X (s,n,m,k) = y] = \j(x) f^^ ^ (x] y)dx = g^| ^  {y) 
Therefore, in view of (3.2.2), 
(5-l)!(m + l) ry 
(r-l)!(^-r-l) l^['j{x)[F {x)r [1 - (FixT'-'f-' 
x{{F{x)r'-^-{F{y)r^h'~'~'^f{x)dx 
gAAy)[l-{F{y)r^h'~y 
Differentiating both sides with respect to y and re-arranging we get 
(3.2.9). And (3.2.10) is obtained by taking limit as m->- l in the LHS 
of (3.2.9). (3.2.11) is obtained by integrating (3.2.9) with respect to y. 
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To prove (3.2.12), we note that -logF(jc), a<x<^ is a non-
decreasing function in (0, oo), therefore there exists a q such that 
-\ogF(q) = l. (3.2.13) 
Now at m = - l , 
f(y) 1 
F(y)\ogF(y) 
and 
= A{y). 
s 
M__^ fiy)^ dy = -iog[~\ogF{x)]=\'^Aiy)dy, 
J^  Fiy)\ogF(y) 6 v /J j ^ v// / 
and hence the result. The expression (3.2.11) was also obtained by Beg 
and Ahsanullah (2006). 
Corollary 3.2.2 
^^ 1 ^ (y) = E[{X(r,n,m,k)}\X{s,n,m,k) = y] = a^^^y + b^ 
if and only if 
l-[F(x)r^^=[ax + bf, a<x<ft,m*-\, 
where 
* ^-^ c{s-j) ,* b .. * . 
and 
-\ogF{x) = [ax + bf at m = - l . 
Proof If l-[F(jc)f'^^=[flx + ^f,then 
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is-l)\{m + \) ry 
I (r-l)l(s-r-l)l 
rn-ri) ey 
; 
\-{F{x)r^' -^r~\ 
\-{F{y)) m+1 
X 1- \-{F{x)) 
m+\ 
\-{F{y)) m+\ 
j - r - 1 
f{x){F{x)r 
[\-{F{y)r^^] dx. 
Let l-(F(x)r^^ (ax + bX 
l-(F(y)r^' ay + bj = u, then 
Sr\s(y^= 
(s-l)\ 
(r-iy.(s-r-l)\^0 Jo 
'^u^^'(ay + b)-b^ 
a 
Xn'-^l-uy-'-Uu 
(s-iy. 
(r-iy.{s-r-l)\ 
( 1 1 
r\ '•+ 1 1 7 ^ 
where 
I a I 
ns) fi '•+7-1 fl!u= -^ lu ' {\-uY-''-^du 
r r+-
ns) [ c 
ns-r) 
r(r)r(s-r) 
s + r 
c) 
T(s) r + 
T{r) 
s + -
1 
f/ 1 \ 
S + --1 
[K c J 
( ^^ 
r + -
V cj 
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c'~'^{(s-V)-(s-s~r)] 
{(c(s-l) + l)-(cis-s-r) + l)} )}\l + cis-j) 
To prove that 
implies [l~(F(x))'^^^] = [ax + bf, 
we use Theorem 3.2.2. 
Now 
g H , _ l ( j ) - < ? H , ( ) ' ) = ( f l , | , _ l - f l j , ) y + -
Since 
s-r-l 
l + <:(j-l) * 
a 
c(s-i) 
r s 
A(y) = 8r\s(y) ac 
is-\){gr\s-iiy)-8r\siy)^ (^y+b) 
and hence the result. 
Remark3.2.4 For order statistics (m = 0,k=l) Franco and Ruiz 
(1997), Dembinska and Wesolowski (2000) and Athar et al (2003) have 
shown that 
E[Xr.n\Xs:n = y'\ = a*r\sy + b*\s = 8r\s(y) 
if and only if 
Fix) = [ax + bf, a<x</3, 
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where 
I ^^^l + c(s-j) I a I 
which can be obtained from Corollary 3.2.2 at m = 0, ^ = 1. 
For 5 = r 4-1, the result was obtained by Khan and Abu-Sahh (1989) and 
Franco and Ruiz (1995). 
Remark 3.2.5 For record statistics (m = - 1 , A; = 1), similar results were 
obtained by Nagaraja (1988), Franco and Ruiz (1995, 1997), Dembinska 
and Wesolowski (2000) and Wu (2004). 
3.3 Characterization of distributions when nif "^nijy yt ^^yj 
The conditional distribution of X(s,n,m,k) given X(r,n,m,k) = x, 
l<r<s<n,is 
fs\r(y\^)=~^ t«/^^(.)t^^>^/(3;), x<y' (3.3.1) 
' Cr-U^r+\ [F(x)y' 
in view of (1.7.7) and (1.7.8), where 
r+l 
Cr=Uri=rr+lCr-l- (3-3.2) 
/=! 
j=r+l 
or 
a^'''\s) = {rr^x-yi)a^\s). (3.3.3) 
Before coming to the main result, we prove 
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s 
Lemma 3.3.1 J ] a^ (s) = 0, l<r<s. 
i=r+l 
Proof Since (3.3.1) is a defined pdf, therefore 
\^ fs\r(y\^)dy='^^ f<^ 
The conditional distribution of X(s,n,m,k) given X(r + l,n,fh,k) = x 
can be written as 
W i=r+2 [F(x)y' 
17/-1 
rr+lCr-U=r+l [F (x)f' 
Integrating both sides with respect to j , we have 
^r /=r+l " {F{x)f' 
S /-t 
implies 2]«/'''*W = 0 s^ ^ ^ 9 ^ 0 . 
Theorem 3.3.1 Let ^{x) be a monotonic and continuous function of x. 
Iffor l<r<5<« , 
E{^{X {s,n,rh,k)}\ X (r,n,m,k) = x] = gj ^ (x), then 
F{x) = e ^" , 
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where 
A(t) = ^ . 
r r + l U , | r W - ^ . | r + l ( 0 ] 
Proof 
' <^ r i=r+2 "" [F(x)y' 
rr+1 Q-I ,=,+1 ^^  [FW]'' ' 
Also 
. . , « = ^  t.f-)Wjf^<^>'^>)'7'/^^)^. (3.3.5) 
' Cr-li=r+l "" [F(x)f' 
Differentiating (3.3.5) both sides with respect to x to get 
*-r-i i=r+\ 
X ^ -^^ ^^ -^^ ^ '^"^ -^^ ^nr^ ^ i^^ ^ ;^^ r^ (-)/(^ )-^ ^ 
Q-1 ^W /=7ll' ^W 
l ? ' i - l 
= ^ r . . i [ ^ . | . W - ^ . | . - M W ] (3.3.6) 
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in view of Lemma 3.3.1 and equation (3.3.4). 
Therefore, 
f(x) ^ |^rW 
and hence the Theorem. 
= A(x) 
Comparing Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.3.1, we notice that both the results are 
identical. 
Thus proceeding as in Corollary 3.2.1 we can show that (Khan and 
Alzaid, 2004) 
F(x) = [ax + bf if and only if g^\^(x) = a^\^x + bjj., (3.3.7) 
where a^.\ ^ and bj,. are as given in Corollary 3.2.1. 
Theorem 3.3.1 may be used to characterize the distributions (3.2.5), 
(3.2.6) and (3.2.7) and distributions given in Table 3.2.1 through 
conditional distributions of sequential order statistics, progressively type 
II censored order statistics and Pfeifers record values. 
Theorem 3.3.2 Let for 1 < r < 5 < n 
g, | , (y) = E[^{X (r,n,m,k)]\ X (s,n,m,k) = y], (3.3.8) 
then 
and taMiF iy)f'-^' =,-lfow*^ 
i=l 
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where 
S S 
and 
s-\ 
(3.3.9) 
Proof We have, 
fr\si^\y)^ 
Y^aiirW {x)Y^ •i\lS^ 
Vi=\ F{x) 
1=1 
Therefore, 
Z 4\^)\'ji^) 
i=r+\ Fix) 
dx 
=8r\s(y) t,ai(s)[F (y)f' 
U=l 
or 
t4\s)j'j(x)A{x,y)dx = g^^^(y)B, (y), 
i=r+l 
where 
(3.3.10) 
A{x,y) = t,(.)[Fwf,Ug 
U=l 
and 
dy F(y) 
(3.3.11) 
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Differentiating (3.3.10) both sides with respect to j , we get 
Xaj'-\s)^(y)A{y,y)-P^ tal'-\s)ril'j(x)A(x,y)dx 
i=r+l ^iy)i=r+l 
= 8'r\s(y)BAy)+Sr\s(y)K(y)-
That is 
gUAy)Bs(y) + 8r\s(y)K(y) 
= --=74 t^l''\^)ri\'j(x)A(x,y)dx (3.3.12) 
s 
as ^flj- (^5) = 0 in view of Lemma 3.3.1. 
i=r+l 
Now 
1 
i=r+l 
Since 
ai'^(s~l) = {r,-ri)«/'^ (^) and a^(s-l) = (y, - n)a^ {s) 
ihQ LHS of (3.3.13) is 
s 
^al''\s-l)\'j(x)A(x,y)dx = g^l,_Ay)B,_Ay). (3.3.13) 
rs8r\s(y)Bsiy)- Za\''ks)riyj{x)A(x,y)dx 
=gr\s-i(y)Bs-i(y)- (3-3.14) 
Thus in view of (3.3.12) and (3.3.14) 
g'r\s(y)Bsiy)+gr\s(y)B'siy) 
=^Mr\s-i(y)Bs-i(y)-rsgr\s(y)Bs(y)i 
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But 
S'l 
Bs-i (y) = Z^/ (^ ' -1)[^ (y)f' = X(r. - r/)«/ (S)[F (y)f^ 
i=\ 1=1 
fiy) 
Therefore, 
8r\s(y)Bsiy)+8r\s(y)K(y) 
fjy) 
F(y) 
[rs8r\s-i(y'>Bs(y)-rs8r\s(y)Bs(y)]+8r\s-i(y^Bi(y), 
which on simphfication yields 
rsf(y)^B:(y)_ 8'r\s(y) 
F(y) B,(y) [8r\s-l(y)-8r\s(y)^ 
= D(y). (3.3.15) 
Integrating (3.3.15) with respect to y, we get 
ir. 
-log[F(y)]^^+log5,(y) = log j;^ai(s)[F(x)f'-^^ 
i=\ 
= C-fD(y)dy, 
where C is a constant of integration. 
Now at x = P, 
\oga,{s) = C asF(yff) = 0, 
thus 
[P 
which proves the result. 
SD(y)dy (3.3.16) 
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Remark 3.3.1 It may be noted that for fi ^ yj but at m^  =mj =m, 
1 . .-r-z 1 
ai(r) = r(-l) 
and 
al'\s)= \_._A-iy-' -(m + iy-'-^ ii-r-l)Ks-i)\' 
Therefore the pdf of X(r,n,rh,k) given in (1.7.7) reduces to (1.7.3) and 
the joint pdf of X(r,n,m,k) and X(s,n,m,k) given in (1.7.8) reduces 
to (1.7.4). 
Further at m^- ~mj=m, 
1 
{m + \Y~^{s-\)\ 
and 
t«/ {s)[F{x)t -y^ = — 1 — [ 1 - (F(y)r^'r' 
U (m + l)^-^(5-l)! 
imply that 
{\-(F{y)r-'^] = tJ-—fD{y)dy 
as obtained in (3.2.11). 
This result may be used to characterize distributions through sequential 
order statistics and progressive censored sampling. 
These results were obtained by Khan et al. (2006). 
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Chapter 4 
ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS FOR SOME SPECIFIC 
DISTRIBUTIONS BASED ON GENERALIZED ORDER 
STATISTICS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the problem of estimating the parameters of Burr 
type XII and Pareto U distributions based on generalized order statistics. 
Estimation of the parameters of the Burr type XII distribution based on 
generalized order statistics has been obtained using maximum likelihood 
and Bayes methods of estimation and variances and covariances of some 
distributional properties of the generalized order statistics are used to 
obtain die estimates of the parameters of the Pareto II distribution. The 
estimators based on order statistics and record values are shown as the 
special cases of these estimators. 
4.2 Burr type XII distribution 
The two parameter Burr type XII distribution has a probabihty density 
function of the form 
f(x) = fAx''''\l + x^y^^^^\ Jc>0,T>0,;i>0 (4.2.1) 
and a distribution function 
F{x) = \-a + x^r^, x>0. (4.2.2) 
The Burr type Xn distribution has been proposed as a lifetime model and 
its properties have been studies by Burr and Cislak (1968), Rodriguez 
(1977), Tadikamalla (1980), and Lewis (1981), among others. 
Maximum likelihood and Bayes methods of estimation have been utilized 
by Jaheen (2005) to obtain the estimate the parameters of the Burr type 
Estimation of parameters for some specific distributions based on generalized order statistics 
XII distribution based on gos. These results are presented in the 
following subsections. 
4.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
The likelihood function may be obtained from (4.2.1), (4.2.2) and (1.7.3) 
and written as 
L(T,A;X) = C^_i'rAv{r,x)Qxp[-AH(r,x)], (4.2.3) 
where 
r f „ - r - l A 
x = (xi,...,jc„), v(T;x) = f | 
i=\ vl + ^/y 
r-\ 
H(f;x) = (m +1) 2]ln(l + xf) + y, ln(l + xj). (4.2.4) 
Assuming that the parameter f is known, the Maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimate of the parameter A can be shown to be of the form 
^ML- H{T,x) (4.2.5) 
where H{r,x) is as given in (4.2.4). In this case, the Burr type Xn 
distribution is a particular case of the set-up considered in Cramer and 
Kamps (1996). 
When the two parameters t and A, are unknown, the likelihood equation 
for T can be written as 
r r-l 
- + ^,0)1-A (m + l)Y,xJa)i + rrXr^r 
where, for / = l,2,...,r, 
Inj:,-Q)i=co{T:Xi) = '-. 
l + xf 
= 0, (4.2.6) 
(4.2.7) 
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Substituting the value of A given by (4.2.5) in (4.2.6), yields a nonlinear 
equation in 7, by solving it numerically we obtain the ML estimate of 
the parameter T. Then, substitute the ML estimate of t in (4.2.5), we 
obtain the ML estimate of Z. 
4.2.2 Bayes Estimation: One Parameter Case (T is known) 
When the parameter T is assumed to be known, we use the gamma 
conjugate prior density for the parameter A, that was first used by 
Papadopoulos (1978) and Al-Hussaini etal. (1992), when f was assumed 
known, in the following form 
8U)-:J~-7-J''e-^^, ^>0, (aj>0). (4.2.8) 
r(a +1) 
It follows, from (4.2.3) and (4.2.8), that the posterior density of A is then 
q,(A\x,T) = ^^""^^""'-^^^r ^''^"^exp[-/l(^ + H(r,x))]. (4.2.9) 
Under a squared error loss function, the Bayes estimate of the parameter 
A is the posterior mean in the form 
^ r + flf + l . .^^^^ 
yiB=n ^, ,• (4-2.10) 
^ + H(r,x) 
4.2.3 Bayes Estimation: Two Parameter Case (T and A are 
unknown) 
When both of the two parameters T and A are unknown, AL-Hussaini 
and Jaheen ( 1992) suggested the bivariate prior density function, given 
by 
g(t,A)=g^(AH)g2{A), (4.2.11) 
where 
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g^UlT)^ ;;TT^''e-'^'^, i > 0 , ( « > - l , y ^ > 0 ) , (4.2.12) 
is the gamma conjugate prior, that was first used by Papadopoulos 
(1978), when T was assumed to be known, and 
82i^) = —^^^~^e~''^, T>0,(y>Q,S>0), (4.2.13) 
is the gamma density function. 
Multiplying gi(A I T) by g2('^), we obtain the bivariate density of t and 
A, given from (4.2.11), by 
g(T,/l) = AiT''"*- /^l^ exp 
-T 
KT^ Pj 
, T>0,/1>0, (4.2.14) 
where 
« > - 1 , P, y and 8 are positive real numbers and 
8 oa+l Af^=r(^r(flr+i)ry^ 
It follows, from (4.2.3) and (4.2.14), that the joint posterior density 
function of x and X given the data is thus 
^2 (f, X\x) = A2r'-+''+'^i''+«e-"/^(r; X) 
xexp -A\E{x\x)^ , - r > 0 , i > 0 , (4.2.15) 
where 
A2^=r{r + a+l)Io(x) (4.2.16) 
and 
Ioi^)=CT^'"''e-'''yir,x) H(r,x) + 
N-(r+a+l) 
dr. (4.2.17) 
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It is well known that, under the squared error loss function, the Bayes 
estimator of a function, ssiyU(T,A), is the posterior mean of the function 
and is given by ratio of two integrats which may be written as 
/•OO /•OO 
E[U(T,A)\x]=\ f UiT,A,)q2(T,A\x)dTdA 
JO JO 
f f U(T,Ji)L(f,A;x)8(T,A)dfdA 
= JOjo (4.2.18) 
/ •C» /•OO 
J^  J^  LiT,Ji;x)g(T,A)dTdX 
Generally, the ratio of two integrals (4.2.18) cannot be obtained in a 
closed simple form. Numerical methods of integration may be used to 
solve (4.2.18), which can be computationally intensive, especially in high 
dimensional parameter space. Instead, we can use the approximation form 
duetoLindley(1980). 
Lindley (1980) developed approximate procedures for the evaluation of 
the ratio of two integrals in the form 
j^oKb)e^^^Ub/y(b)e^^^Ub, (4.2.19) 
where b = (bi,...,bi^), Lib) is the logarithm of the likelihood function, 
g{b) and Q)(b) = Uib)g(b) are arbitrary functions of b. From (4.2.19), 
the posterior expectation of the function U(b), for given x, is 
lU{b)e^^^^db 
E[U{b) IX] = ^ -—- , (4.2.20) 
je^^^Ub 
where Q{b) = L{b) + p(b) is the logarithm of the posterior distribution 
of b except for the normalizing constant and p(b) = \ng{b). Expanding 
Q(b) in (4.2.20) into a Taylor series expansion about the posterior mode 
of b, Lindley obtained the required expression for E[U(b) I x]. 
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Here, we consider Lindley's approximatiorx form expanding about the 
posterior mode. For the two parameter case h = (bi,b2), Lindley's 
approximation leads to 
Us = U{b) + i[fi + Q^oBu + Q21C12 + Q12C21 + fio3^2i] > (4.2.21) 
where 
2 2 d^'^^0 
^ = mi^ij^ij' Q??^ = -,r7 .£ , n,^ = 0,1,2,3, 7? + ^ = 3, for 
i=lj=l d%d''b2 
I, J = 1,2, Ui=~~ , Uij = and for i^j, 
abi abi abj 
Bfj = {UiUii + Uj fly) an, Cjj = 3Ui a^ i a^ + Uj {a^ ^  Ujj + lafj), a^j is 
the (/, 7) - th element in the inverse of the matrix Q = {-Qij), i, j = 1,2, 
* 0 Q ^ ^ 
such that Qi ,• =———. Expansion (4.2.21) is to be evaluated at (bi,b2), 
dbidbj 
the mode of the posterior density. 
In our case, (bi,b2) = (7,/^) and Q is then given by 
^ ' 
(4.2.22) 
where 
H = H{T:\X) is as given in (4.2.4). 
The joint posterior mode, denoted by ( f , l ) , is obtained from (4.2.22) 
and is given by 
I = ^ i ^ , (4.2.23) 
<2 = In^o "^  (^  + ^ + ^ ^^^ + (^  + «r)ln/l - - + \nv{T,x) -X\H+ — 
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where f is the solution of the nonUnear equation 
r + a + S 1 ^ j3(r + a)B] ^ 
T r ^i T + ^ H 
(4.2.24) 
where 
r-l 
Bi = Bi(T;x) = — + (m + l)^xJcOi + y^. x^cOj. and 6Jj is given by 
(4.2.7). 
He if 
The afj elements of the inverse of the matrix Q = (-(2,- j), i, j = 1,2 are 
given by 
«11 
T^{r + a) 
D 
^n - ^21 D 
«22 
_?c[r + a + 5 + T'^ B2] 
D 
(4.2.25) 
where 
B2=B2ir,x) = Y,xfo)f+AB^, 
1=1 
r- l 
53 = B^(T,X) = (m + l)^xf0J^ + Yr XrCOr , 
1=1 
D = ir + a)[r + a + S + T^B2]-[TAB^f. 
Furthermore, 
ei2=o, (221 = _2(r + Qf + J) _2(r + «) 
- ^ 3 ' i ^ 3 0 - 3 ^ 4 ' W!03- ^3 
where 
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r-l 
/=i i=\ 
Substituting the above values in (4.2.21) yields the Bayes estimate of a 
function U = U(T,A) of the unknown parameters i and A, given by 
UB=E[U{T,X\X)] = U + — + —-{TW1U1+XW2U2), (4.2.26) 
2D 2D 
where 
+ A^(r + a + S + T^B2)U22 
Wi=(r + a)[{r + a){2{r + a + S-T^B^)} 
+ 3T^A^B^B^-2TABiir + a + S + T^B2)] \. {A 221) 
W2 = [2(r + AT) {(r + c^  + J + T^  J?2 )^ 
-zXB^{r + a-^d-T^B^)] + T'^XB^ 
X { (A- + a){r + a + d + T^B2) + 2(rA5i)^}] 
All functions in the right hand side of (4.2.26) are to be evaluated at the 
posterior mode (f ,2). Now, the Bayes estimates of r and A, are 
computed as follows: 
i) If U(T,A) = 7 ,we have from (4.2.26) 
T^Q -T 1 + 
2D^ 
(4.2.28) 
evaluated at the posterior mode (f ,/l). 
ii) If [7(T,i) = i , we have from (4.2.26) 
^BG -^ 1 + 
W2 (4.2.29) 
evaluated at the posterior mode (f ,2). 
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4.3 Pareto II distribution 
A random variable X is said to follow Pareto II distribution if the pdf 
of X is as follows 
S ( r-,A f(x) = - 1 + 
cr 
X-jU 
V ^ J 
-(3+1) 
, x>0, jU,a,S>0. (4.3.1) 
4.3.1 Estimation of Parameters 
Before coming to main results we shall introduce some distributional 
properties of gos and their variances and covariances which may be 
needed to obtain the estimates of the parameters. These results are 
presented in the following Lemma. 
Lemma 4.3.1 (Habibullah and Ahsanullah 2000) 
Let X(r,n,m,k) and X(s,n,m,k) be the r - t h and 5-th generalized 
order statistics from Pareto II distribution. Then for \<r<s<n and for 
5>2ly, E[X(r,n,m,k)]-jU + a^(j, Var[Z(/-,n,m, 
2indCov[X{r,n,m,k),X(s,n,m,k)] = (T (a^. -b^)bs, 
where 
c d r r 
" r ^r j=l j=l 
and e,=fl(rjS-2). 
First we consider the estimates of the location parameters ju and scale 
parameter <J when the shape parameter S is known. 
Theorem 4.3.1 (Habibullah and Ahsanullah 2000) 
Let X{l,n,m,k),...,X{n,n,m,k) be n generaUzed order statistics from 
Pareto 11 distribution given in (4.3.1), then the Best Linear Unbiased 
Estimators (BLUE) of // and a for known S are given by 
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fi = WiiX(l,n,m,k) + W22X(2,n,m,k) +... + Wij^X(n,n,m,k) 
& = (X(ln,m,k)-ju)(yiS-l), 
where 
Wii = 
1 
Do 
W i / = ^ - — ( ^ r r - ^ / n + i + ! ) ( ' . •^ = 2,...,n-l 
D, 0 I '-i 
On C„ - I C; /^ l^ / 
The variance and covariance of the estimates are given by 
Var(//) = £7^-^, yai(&) = a^ 
^0 
To + ei 
V 
Z), 
'0 ; 
Co\(jU,&) = (7' 
V ^ 0 ; 
Proof L e t Z ' = (Z(l ,n,m,k),X(2,n,m,k),...,X(n,n,m,k)), then 
where 
We use the transformation Z = AX, Z' = (Zi,...,Z„) and A = (T') , 
V = T'T and by using Cholesky's decomposition, we get 
r= 
til 0 0 0 
h2 hi 0 0 
: ! ; 0 
hn hn ••• ^nn. 
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where 
^1 ; 
i-\ 
hi = V ^ ' hj =^-^ j = 2,3,...,n, tii=^jvii - Y,ipi > 
P=l til 
'ij=-
1 
p=i 
, i> j , tij =0, j>i, i = 2,3,...,n. 
It can be shown that A is a lower triangular matrix with 
A--
«11 
«21 
0 
0 
«22 
«32 
0 •• 
0 •• 
«33 •• 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 •-• a nn-l ^nn 
where 
^kk=(7k^-'^)J^ k = 2,3,...,n. 
We have E(Z) = Be with (d' = {fi,a) and 
B'. \ \ hi 
hi hi 
hi 
hi 
. ^i=«ii=(ri^-i)J-, 
L P2 
^21=«21+«22=-J—' F2 
hi=an(^i=iriS-\\— 
Fl 
Yi^ 
ns-i 
\ 
J Cl 
hi = «21^1 + ^22^2 = j — ' ^31 = «32 + «33 = " , 
C2 C3 
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hi = «32«^ 2 + «33«^ 3 = j — ' b„i = a„„_i + a„„ = - J ^ , 
K3 
Kl -^nn-l^n-l + ^nn^n " J ~ ^ 
Let 
B'B = ^11 ^21 
^12 ^22 
, then 
5H=( r i ^ - i r ^2 
^2 
= To+et, 
^12 =^21 =^1-^0 . ^22=^0 ' ^ 0 = S ^ ' ' = U , . . . , « 
It can be shown that 
where 
Do=eiCiTo~ei 
The best linear unbiased estimators & = {fl,&) of 0 ' = (//,<7), using the 
Gauss-Markov theorem are given by 
0 ' = 
fn\ fl 
\^j 
>'D\-1 
= {B'BY'B'Z = WX, 
where W = {B'By^B'A, 
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w 
W21 W22 . . . W2„^ 
We have 
// = WiiX {\,n,m,k) + Wi2X{2,n,m,k) + ... + Wi^X(n,n,m,k) 
a = W2iX(l,n,m,k) + W22^(2, n,m,k) + ... + W2fiX {n,n,m,k) 
and 
IV71 ^2/ 
w i i = l — ~ , wij=—— ,7 = 2,3,...,«. 
di •' di 
Thus on simplification, we get 
fi = X{l,n,m,k)- (7 
ns-i 
and 
(J : 
q^l 
Z)n 7^0--(72^-1) ^1 
X(l,n,m,k) 
^^''t^(riS-rMS + l)Xii,n,m,k) 
^ 0 /=2^/ 
^ 0 ^n 
The variance and the covariance of die estimators are given by 
Var{&) = a^(B'By\ Var(/i) = ( j ^ ^ , Var((T) = c 7 ^ ^ ^ - ^ 
and 
COY {fi, a) 
\ Do J 
(4.3.2) 
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Remark4.3.1 For m = 0, k = l, X(l,n,m,k),...,X{n,n,m,k) are the n 
ordinary order statistics. In this case yi=n-i + \ and the above 
estimators coincide with the estimates given by Kulldorff and Vannman 
(1973). If m = - l and k = \, then XO-,n,m,k),...,X(n,n,m,k) are the n 
upper record values and the estimators fi and a concide with the 
estimators given by AhsanuUah (1995). 
We now consider the estimation of S for known ju and <7. 
Since E(Y(r,n,m,k)) = E ^X(r,n,m,k)-ju + cr 
a 
= -7- = flr^ +1, a moment 
estimate S of 5 based on two consecutive generalized order statistics 
X(r,n,m,k) and X{r + l,n,m,k) is 
S = 1 Y{r + l,n,m,k) 
Yr+i [_y{r + \,n,m,k) - Y(r,n,m,k) 
On simplification, 
S = 
Tr+l 
X(r + l,n,m,k)-/i + (T 
X(r + l,n,m,k)-X{r,n,m,k) 
For ordinary order statistics which corresponds to m = 0,k = \,we obtain 
S=~-
n-r 
Xr+l:n-M + 0-
^r+l:n ~ ^r.n . 
n-\ 
Since 2](n-r)(X(r + l,n,m,^)-Z(r,n,m,^)) = rt(X-Xi.„), we can 
r=\ 
write 
n(X-Xi:„) 
5 nZ-Z i , „ - (« - ! ) ( / / - (7 ) 
(4.3.3) 
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For ju = a i.e. F(x) = l 
(4.3.3) simplifies to 
n-l 
-S 
, x>a , cr>0, S>0 
2^7^+1 (X(r + l,n,m,k) - X(r,n,m,k)) 
S (nX -X(l,n,m,k) (4.3.4) 
The estimators given in (4.3.4) coincides with the estimators of l/S 
given by Quandt (1966) when m = 0 and k = l. 
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